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Abstract. 3
The Geroch group, isomorphic to the SL(2,R) affine Kac-Moody group, is an infinite dimensional solution
generating group of Einstein’s equations with two surface orthogonal commuting Killing vectors. We intro-
duce another solution generating group for these equations, the dressing group, and discuss its connection
with the Geroch group. We show that it acts transitively on a dense subset of moduli space. We use a new
Lax pair expressing a twisted self-duality of this system and we study the dressing problem associated to it.
We also describe how to use vertex operators to solve the reduced Einstein’s equations. In particular this
allows to find solutions by purely algebraic computations.
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1 Introduction.
The quantization of gravitation is an outstanding problem that will require inductive jumps and where the
correspondence principle is largely insufficient. A possible attitude is to study invariant subspaces of the full
phase space and to try to quantize these systems. Einstein’s equations do exhibit chaotic aspects as well as
integrable ones, here we shall be concerned with the latter but one should keep in mind that noncompact
simple Lie groups entail negative curvature and chaos. It has been known for 25 years that 2D reduced gravity
with two commuting Killing vectors admits a large solution generating group [1], the so-called Geroch group,
and for 19 years that it is an integrable classical theory [2, 3]. The conjecture that the Geroch group,
suitably redefined to keep track of the central extension, is isomorphic to the SL(2,R) affine Kac-Moody
group (or A
(1)
1 , which in this paper will always mean the split real form, namely the real form obtained
from the Weyl basis) was first made in [4] where the Chevalley-Serre generators have been identified. The
Geroch group acts on the space of configurations of an infinite set of (dual) potentials covering the space
of metrics of General Relativity. The analytical difficulties come from the choice of normalisation condition
for the definition of these auxiliary fields, and that is already delicate locally. The connection between the
integrable nature of the system, or more precisely the existence of a (generalised) Lax pair, and the existence
of this group was clarified in [5]. Formally the structure is quite close to that of flat space sigma models
for symmetric spaces yet there is no direct correspondence between the two problems. As a matter of fact
it will turn out that the gravity model will resemble more the conformal affine Toda systems than the flat
space sigma models. Another important guideline was to keep a unified view of all supergravities, and this
allowed a systematic study of hidden symmetries of gravity itself as the bosonic sector of N=1 supergravity.
Progress was prompted by their simultaneous analysis in 3 dimensions [6, 7].
The integrability of 2D reduced gravity relies on the existence of an associated linear system whose
compatibility implies Einstein’s equations. However, the algebraic structure underlying this system was
obscured until recently by the presence of so-called moving poles, due to the spacetime dependence of the
scattering parameter of the linear system of [5]. It is our choice to define spacetime derivatives for constant
scattering parameter or not but two different choices differ by derivatives with respect to the scattering
parameter, a possibility that was not considered before. We first avoid this difficulty by introducing a new
Lax connexion without any moving poles which is a slight generalization of the one introduced to the same
effect in [8]. This is achieved once more by making use of the conformal internal symmetry which extends
the Geroch group. This allows us to bridge the remaining gap between the standard methods of integrable
field theories, including the method of dressing transformations [9, 2, 10] and the group theoretical solution
generating procedures cherished by relativists [11] and by high energy physicists. A third point of view is
provided by the twistor methods see [12]. Yet another approach uses isomonodromy see eg. [13].
We construct the group of dressing transformations and then compare it to the Geroch group. They
are both solution generating groups. We also show that (in a local sense) most of phase space is made of
one and only one dressing orbit. As usual the elements of the dressing group are pairs of elements (g−, g+)
where g± belong respectively to two opposite Borel subgroups of A
(1)
1 . The latter will appear as the twisted
affine Kac-Moody group (which could be slightly abusively called A
(2)
1 [14]) but is isomorphic to A
(1)
1 in the
so-called principal gradation for which both simple roots are given equal weights. In order to distinguish
it from the dressing group we shall call it the father group! Strictly speaking, prior to the socalled Weyl
coordinate choice, the dressing involves internal conformal transformations as well. The multiplication law
of the dressing group is:
(g−, g+) · (h−, h+) = (g−h−, g+h+) (1)
The dressing group can be endowed with a Poisson structure so that it turns into a Lie-Poisson group
[10]. Comparing with very similar integrable systems, it is tempting to conjecture that these dressing
transformations are actually Lie-Poisson actions on the phase space and that after quantization they will
turn into quantum group symmetries. Note that the twist uses an involution of the finite dimensional
symmetry algebra already present in 3 dimensions.
In fact our discussion will at first apply to general symmetric space sigma models reduced from curved
three-dimensional space to 2 dimensions. But then we shall make use of the particular symmetry of pure
gravity (reduced from 4 to 2 dimensions) to simplify the construction of solutions. Namely there exist two
dual formulations of 2D reduced gravity. Let us parametrize the metric by fields (σ̂,∆, N) as:
ds2 = 2ρ1/2e2σ̂ dadb+ ρ∆−1dx2 + ρ∆(dy −Ndx)2 (2)
2
where ρ = a + b has been hidden in a coordinate choice. Note that it is generically possible (and only
locally) to use as coordinates zν the chiral parts a and b of the scalar harmonic field ρ = a + b. As a
result, and admittedly only locally, the internal conformal symmetry mentioned previously becomes the
ordinary spacetime conformal group. Now, given any solution of the reduced Einstein’s equations and in any
coordinates, we get a dual solution by introducing the metric ds∗2 parametrized as above, eq.(2), but with
the original fields (σ̂,∆, N) replaced by the dual fields (σ̂∗,∆∗, N∗) with:
∆∗ = 1/(ρ∆) , ∆∗∂νN
∗ = ǫνα∆∂αN , ∆
∗e4σ̂
∗
= ∆e4σ̂ (3)
ρ remains inert under the duality. The duality we just defined is the Kramer-Neugebauer symmetry exchang-
ing the two SL(2) subgroups generating the Geroch group. For more general curved space (with symmetric
target space) sigma models in 3 dimensions reduced to 2D one may presumably use further symmetries of
the affine Dynkin diagram when they exist.
We introduce τ -functions for 2D reduced (classical) gravity. They may be defined as expectation values
of elements of the father group, A
(1)
1 , in auxiliary Fock spaces which serve as representation spaces of the
group. They encode all local informations about a given solution and are directly related to the original
fields (σ̂,∆, N) or their derivatives. For example the conformal factor σ̂ may be written as a product of two
τ -functions:
e2σ̂ = 〈Λ+|Ψ0 · (g−1− g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ+〉 · 〈Λ−|Ψ0 · (g−1− g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ−〉 (4)
where |Λ±〉 are specific vacuum states in Fock space representations of the father dressing algebra. Ψ0 is
the so-called vacuum wave function which carries all the coordinate dependence, it takes its values in a 2
dimensional solvable subgroup of the Moebius subgroup of the conformal group. g± are a pair of operators
defining one element of the dressing group and parametrizing a solution. It would be instructive to compare
this formula and the formula for the conformal factor obtained in [15]. We also describe how to use vertex
operators to compute these τ -functions. Vertex operators provide tools to algebraically solve Riemann-
Hilbert problems.
The dual formulation leads to a very compact algebraic formula for the metric. Indeed, as we are going
to explain, all the dual fields σ̂∗, ∆∗ and N∗ are computable by evaluating some matrix elements in the
auxiliary Fock spaces. In particular,
N∗ ± i
∆∗
=
〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− Ê∗g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉
〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉
(5)
where |Λ±〉, Ψ0 and g± are as in eq.(4), Ê∗ represents the same Lie algebra element on the two Fock
representation spaces; it turns out that the two representatives differ by a sign. All the expectation values in
(4,5) are computable using vertex operators. This provides a way to determine metrics that are solutions of
Einstein’s equations without any integration beyond the decomposition (once and for all) of ρ according to
ρ = a+ b . The formula (5) for the dual variables stems from the fact (discussed in subsection 5.3) that the
dual fields ∆∗, N∗ can be used as coordinates in a two dimensional vector subspace of the dressing algebra
generated by conjugating Ê∗ by the solution of the auxiliary linear system.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce a few basic facts concerning Einstein’s
equations with two commuting Killing vectors and their relations with sigma models. In section 3, we
introduce the new Lax connection for this system of equations and present its basic properties. In section
4, we define the dressing group and we describe its connection with the Geroch group. In section 5, we
introduce the τ -functions and prove the algebraic formulas (2,4,5) for the metric. In section 6, we explain
how to use vertex operators to evaluate the necessary expectation values. In section 7, we give explicit
examples of metrics solutions of Einstein’s equations and illustrate the general methods of the paper. Five
appendices summarize technical informations.
2 Einstein’s equations and H\G models.
In this section we review a few well known facts concerning Einstein’s equations with two commuting Killing
vectors and their relations with H\G sigma models. Cf. eg. [13] for a review.
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2.1 Einstein’s equations.
Assuming that there are two commuting Killing vectors, orthogonal 1 to a foliation by surfaces, one looks
for metrics of the form [2]:
ds2 = f(σ, t)(−dt2 + dσ2) + ρ(σ, t)Sij(σ, t)dxidxj (6)
= 2f(z+, z−)dz−dz+ + ρ(z−, z+)Sij(z−, z+)dx
idxj
where z± are the light-cone coordinates: z± = (σ ± t)/
√
2. The symmetric 2 × 2 matrix Sij is normalized
by det[S] = 1. Thus S is an element of SL(2,R). Clearly this parametrization is covariant under conformal
transformations. We shall assume for definiteness that the two Killing vectors are space-like and we shall
start from 4 dimensional Minkowski signature (unless stated otherwise).
Introducing the internal zweibein
√
ρVaj , we have:
ρ Sijdx
idxj = ρ (dxiVai )δab(Vbj dxj)
In matrix form: S = tV ·V , where tV denotes the transposition of V . The matrix V also belongs to SL(2,R).
The local SO(2) gauge symmetry, which acts by Vaj (z±) → Oab (z±) · Vbj (z±) with O(z±) ∈ SO(2), is
manifest. There is also a global SL(2,R) symmetry which acts by Vaj (z±)→ Vak (z±)Mkj withM ∈ SL(2,R).
It corresponds to a global redefinition of the coordinates xk → M−1kjxj . For future convenience we recall
our conventions: the local SO(2) transformations act on V on the left and the global SL(2,R) acts on the
right:
SO(2)local −→ V(z+, z−)←− SL(2,R)global
Einstein’s equations, which demand the metric (6) to be Ricci flat, are then equivalent to the following
set of equations [2]:
∂+∂−ρ = 0 (7)
∂+(ρ∂−S.S
−1) + ∂−(ρ∂+S.S
−1) = 0 (8)
(ρ−1∂±ρ) · (∂±σ̂) = −1
8
tr(∂±S∂±S
−1) (9)
Here and below ∂± = ∂z± , and σ̂ = logλ− 12 log(∂+ρ∂−ρ) and λ2 = ρ−
1
2 f .
Eq. (7) means that ρ is harmonic, so it decomposes as:
ρ(z+, z−) = a(z+) + b(z−) (10)
Using the conformal covariance of the parametrization (6), one may generically choose a(z+) and b(z−) as
the two light-cone coordinates. The metrics (6) may then be written as:
ds2 = 2ρ
1
2 e2σ̂da(z+)db(z−) + ρSijdx
idxj (11)
Eq. (8) is a non-linear equation for S; it expresses the conservation of the current (ρ∂±S.S
−1) corresponding
to the right invariance under SL(2,R)global. Eq. (9) determines σ̂ once ρ and S are known. It determines σ̂
up to an additive constant, which up to a rescaling of the coordinates xj corresponds to a global rescaling of
the metric ds2. Note that Minkowski or chiral spaces are not generic, they can only be recovered as limits
by the dressing method. So it is conceptually important to preserve coordinate reparametrization invariance
[8], in practice however coordinates may be chosen most appropriately.
2.2 H\G models.
The reduced Einstein equations (7,8,9) can be written in a gauge covariant way by formulating them as a
sigma model on the coset space SO(2)\SL(2,R). It is equally simple to consider the general case of sigma
models on H\G where G is a non-compact group and H the maximal compact subgroup. Let g and h be the
Lie algebra of G and H respectively; h is a Lie subalgebra of g. There exists an order two automorphism η
1This is no further restriction for asymptotically flat solutions
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of g such that h is its eigenvalue one subspace, i.e. η(h) = h pointwise. This automorphism can be extended
to the group G such that elements of H are η-invariant. The Lie algebra g decomposes as :
g = h+ r with η(h) = h, η(r) = −r
with r a representation of h and [h,h] ⊂ h, [h, r] ⊂ r and [r, r] ⊂ h.
The simplest examples correspond to G = SL(n,R) and H = SO(n), for which the automorphism is
η(g) = tg−1. At the Lie algebra level, this corresponds to η(X) = −tX . Thus elements of h are antisymmetric
matrices and those of r are symmetric traceless matrices. For n = 2, H = SO(2) is abelian, we choose the
following basis for the Lie algebra: h = {σ+ − σ−} and r = {σz , σ+ + σ−} with σa Pauli matrices 2 .
To rewrite Einstein’s equations one introduces the G-invariant and H-covariant connection ∂V · V−1 ∈ g
and denote its components on h and r by −Q and −P , respectively:
∂±V · V−1 = −Q± − P±, with Q± ∈ h, P± ∈ r (12)
The equations for Q and P are then, cf eg.[13]:
∂+Q− − ∂−Q+ + [Q+, Q−] + [P+, P−] = 0 (13)
D−P+ −D+P− = 0 (14)
D−(ρP+) +D+(ρP−) = 0 (15)
(∂±σ̂)(ρ
−1∂±ρ) =
1
2
tr(P±P±) (16)
where D± = ∂±+ [Q±, · ] is the covariant derivative. The first two equations mean that (Q±+P±) is flat;
this ensures that there exists V ∈ G such that ∂±V ·V−1 = −Q±−P±. Given the connexion (Q±+P±), the
n-bein V is determined by quadratures. It is easy to verify that eqs.(13-16) imply eqs.(7-9) for S = η(V)−1 ·V ,
since they imply S−1∂±S = −2V−1P±V . Taking the derivative of eq.(16) implies:
∂+∂−σ̂ = −1
2
tr(P−P+) (17)
This system of equations is gauge covariant. Gauge transformations leave ρ and σ̂ invariant and act on Q±
and P± as:
Q± → QΛ± = ΛQ±Λ−1 + Λ∂±Λ−1 (18)
P± → PΛ± = ΛP±Λ−1, with Λ ∈ H
Physically inequivalent field configurations correspond to the data of the field σ̂ up to translations (ie.
constant shifts), and of the field V up to right multiplications by constant elements in G and up to gauge
transformations by elements in H acting on the left. In other words, the space of inequivalent fields is
parametrized by the connexion (Q± + P±) up to gauge transformations and by σ̂ up to translations. We
recall that ρ has been hidden as a coordinate.
2.3 The triangular gauge.
The pure gravity case corresponds to H\G = SO(2)\SL(2,R). It is often convenient to choose a gauge in
which V is triangular:
V =
(
∆−
1
2 0
−N∆ 12 ∆ 12
)
=
(
∆−
1
2 0
0 ∆
1
2
)(
1 0
−N 1
)
(19)
The corresponding metric is :
ds2 = 2ρ
1
2 e2σ̂dadb + ρ∆−1dx2 + ρ∆(dy −Ndx)2 (20)
The connexion (Q± + P±) is then
Q± + P± =
1
2
(∆−1∂±∆) · σz +∆(∂±N) · σ− (21)
2We use the conventions: [σz , σ±] = ±2σ± and [σ+, σ−] = σz , and tr(σzσz) = 2tr(σ+σ−) = 2
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ie. Q± = − 12∆(∂±N) · (σ+ − σ−) and P± = 12 (∆−1∂±∆) · σz + 12∆(∂±N) · (σ+ + σ−). The data of the
flat connexion (Q± + P±) in the triangular gauge determines uniquely ∆ and N up to dilatations acting
inversely on ∆ and N and up to translations of N . In this gauge the equations of motion (13-15) become:
∂−
(
ρ∆2∂+N
)
+ ∂+
(
ρ∆2∂−N
)
= 0 (22)
∂−
(
ρ∆−1∂+∆
)
+ ∂+
(
ρ∆−1∂−∆
)
= 2ρ∆2(∂+N)(∂−N) (23)
(∂±σ̂)(ρ
−1∂±ρ) =
1
4
(∆−1∂±∆)
2 +
1
4
(∆∂±N)
2 (24)
These are the so-called Ernst equations [16]. By construction these equations are SL(2,R) invariant. The
SL(2,R) action on V is defined in the following way. Using the Iwasawa decomposition we can present V
as V = O · kn where O ∈ SO(2), k is a diagonal matrix and n is a lower triangular matrix with one on the
diagonal. The triangular gauge corresponds to choose O equals the identity. We can act on V on the right by
SL(2,R) elements. Acting with diagonal or lower triangular matrices preserves the triangular gauge, while
acting on the right with an upper triangular matrix breaks this gauge and one therefore has to compensate it
by a gauge transformation on the left. The infinitesimal generators Jz , J± of these SL(2,R) transformations
act as:
(Jz(∆), Jz(N), Jz(σ̂)) = (∆,−N, 0) (25)
(J−(∆), J−(N), J−(σ̂)) = (0, 1, 0) (26)
(J+(∆), J+(N), J+(σ̂)) = (2∆N,−N2 +∆−2, 0) (27)
They satisfy the commutation relations: [Jz, J±] = ±J± and [J+, J−] = 2Jz. By construction, Jz and J−
leave the connexion (Q±+P±) invariant, wheras J+ acts as an infinitesimal gauge transformation, required for
the preservation of the triangular gauge. The corresponding gauge transformation is Λ = 1+ǫ∆−1(σ+−σ−):
Jz(Q± + P±) = 0 ; Jz(∂±σ̂) = 0
J−(Q± + P±) = 0 ; J−(∂±σ̂) = 0 (28)
J+(Q± + P±) = (∂±N) · σz + 2(∂±∆−1) · σ− ; J+(∂±σ̂) = 0
This SL(2,R) group has been called the “Matzner-Misner” group. Finally recall the invariance under
translation of σ̂. Let K be its generator:
(K(∆),K(N),K(σ̂)) = (0, 0, 1/2) (29)
It extends the SL(2,R) group to a GL(2,R) group.
3 The Lax connection.
In this section we introduce a new Lax connection for the eqs.(13-15) and(17 ) and we describe a few of its
properties. It is a modification in the central charge sector of the one proposed in [8]. This linear system
only implies the second order equation for σ̂; the first order equation will arise by imposing a supplementary
constraint on the wave function. This constraint is dictated in the older linear system by the choice of
normalisation condition at the special value of the spectral parameter.
3.1 Algebraic notations.
Let Htaf be the affine Kac-Moody algebra over g twisted by the order two automorphism η leaving h
invariant. Let us beware that Htaf is most definitely not the affine Kac-Moody algebra associated to h since
it requires twisting. We denote its elements by X ⊗ tn with n ∈ Z and X ∈ h for n even and X ∈ r for n
odd. The central element is denoted by k. The commutation relations are:
[X ⊗ tn, Y ⊗ tm] = [X,Y ]⊗ tn+m + nk
2
tr(XY )δn+m,0 (30)
We will similarly denote by Htaf the twisted affine Kac-Moody group whose Lie algebra is Htaf ; technically
we shall consider formal power series in t or/and t−1 . It will be the principal part of the father group.
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We can view Htaf as a subgroup of the untwisted affine Kac-Moody (formal) groupGaf whose Lie algebra
Gaf is generated by all the elements of the form X ⊗ tn with n ∈ Z and X ∈ g with no restriction. The
automorphism η extends to an automorphism τ of Gaf with:
τ(X ⊗ tn) = (−)nη(X)⊗ tn, τ(k) = k (31)
The algebra Htaf is the τ -invariant subalgebra of Gaf , ie. τ(Htaf ) = Htaf pointwise. Remark that the
bilinear form (X ⊗ tn, Y ⊗ tm) = tr(XY )δn+m,0 is neither positive nor negative definite on Htaf and that it
contains the central generator. We may remark at this stage that the automorphism τ is the same as in the
work of Breitenlohner and Maison yet the change of parameter s := 1−t1+t changes the structure of its fixed
point set at the formal level, in particular it now contains the Kac-Moody central generator. For polynomials
in the variable s, the fixed set was the maximal compact subalgebra as proposed in [4], it did not contain
the central generator.
Let V ir be the Virasoro algebra. It is generated by elements Ln := − 12 t2n+1∂t, n ∈ Z, with commutation
relations:
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
12
n(n2 − 1)δn+m,0
with c the central element of the Virasoro algebra. We need to introduce the elements
E± = L0 − L±1 (32)
of the Virasoro algebra. They satisfy the commutation relation of the traceless 2 by 2 triangular matrices
T ∇2: [E+, E−] = E+ +E−. The corresponding group we call Tr2. The triangularity is manifest if one uses
the other variable q = 1−t
2
1+t2 , q appears in [8]. This implies the reordering formula:
A−E+ ·B−E− =
(
A
A+B − 1
)E−
·
(
B
A+B − 1
)E+
(33)
Its proof will be given in eqs.(47) below, we shall also investigate its range of validity.
Let VH be the semidirect product of the Virasoro algebra by the affine Kac-Moody algebra Htaf . The
crossed commutation relations are:
[Ln, X ⊗ tm] = −m
2
X ⊗ tm+2n (34)
Note that the Virasoro generators Ln shift the Kac-Moody degrees by 2n. In other words, the grading we
use to count the degree is 2L0. We will denote by VH an infinite dimensional group whose Lie algebra is
VH.
We need to introduce a factorization problem in the affine algebra Htaf , as well as in Htaf . It is
an algebraic version of a Riemann Hilbert problem [10]. Let B± be the two Borel subalgebras of Htaf
respectively generated by elements (X ⊗ t±n) with n ≥ 0. Then any element X̂ ∈ Htaf can be decomposed
(almost uniquely) as:
X̂ = X̂+ − X̂−, with X̂± ∈ (B± ⊕Ck) (35)
We shall demand that the components of X̂± on the central element k be opposite. Since the intersection
between B± is the algebra h, the decomposition (35) is unique only up to translations of X̂± by elements of
h. This freedom will correspond to our gauge invariance. But to be specific and to have uniqueness of the
decomposition (35) one may for example require that X̂− has no component on h.
This factorization problem formally extends to the affine Kac-Moody group Htaf . An element g ∈ Htaf
will be factorized as:
g = g−1− g+, with g± ∈ exp(B± ⊕Ck) (36)
where we also demand that the components of g± on the exponential of the central element be inverse. Once
again we have the gauge freedom to multiply g± by elements of H :
g± → hg± , h ∈ H (37)
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To have uniqueness of the factorization, one may for example require that g− has no component on H .
Strictly speaking the decomposition exists (at best) only generically again [17].
We will have to consider highest weight representations of VH. We shall require neither unitarizability
nor reality of the representations. These representations possess highest weight vectors |Λ〉 satisfying: (X ⊗
tn)|Λ〉 = Ln|Λ〉 = 0 for n > 0. Moreover |Λ〉 is a highest weight vector for the finite dimensional algebra
h generated by the elements (X ⊗ t0), X ∈ h. We will denote by |λ〉 the vectors of the corresponding
representation of h, which we will call the highest representation of Λ. They also satisfy (X ⊗ tn)|λ〉 =
Ln|λ〉 = 0 for n > 0. The vectors |λ〉 are simultaneously eigenvectors of L0: L0|λ〉 = hΛ|λ〉; hΛ is called the
conformal weight of Λ. The representations on the dual spaces are defined by 〈X̂ · u, v〉 = 〈u, ω(X̂) · v〉 for v
in the representation Λ and u in its dual, and ω is the antihomomorphism defined by ω(X⊗ tn) = tX ⊗ t−n.
Thus the dual representations are also highest weight representations. The dual vectors 〈λ| of the highest
representation of Λ satisfy 〈λ|(X⊗ t−n) = 〈λ|L−n = 0 for n > 0. Notice that these defining properties imply
that E+|λ〉 = hΛ|λ〉 and 〈λ|E− = 〈λ|hΛ.
When writing explicit expressions for the metric we will restrict ourselves to the case of pure gravity.
The real Lie algebra Htaf is then isomorphic to the affine algebra A(1)1 in the principal gradation. We will
need to consider complex representations and abandon their unitarity. The affine algebra A
(1)
1 possesses two
fundamental highest weight vectors |Λ±〉 which are essentially characterized by:
(σ+ − σ−)|Λ±〉 = ± i
2
|Λ±〉, and k|Λ±〉 = |Λ±〉 (38)
(σ+ − σ−)⊗ tn|Λ±〉 = (σ+ + σ−)⊗ tn|Λ±〉 = σz ⊗ tn|Λ±〉 = 0, for n > 0
The associated complex representations are constructed in terms of vertex operators acting on Fock spaces
in Section 6.1.
3.2 The Lax connection and the vacuum solution.
We write the above equations of motion (13,14,15) and (17) as a zero curvature condition for a Lax connection.
It is defined by:
A± = ±d±E± +Q± + P± ⊗ t±1 ∓ (∂±σ̂)k
2
(39)
Note that A± ∈ (CE± ⊕ B± ⊕Ck). It is covariant under gauge transformations: A± → AΛ± = ΛA±Λ−1 +
Λ∂±Λ
−1. The zero curvature condition [∂+ +A+, ∂− +A−] = 0 is equivalent to:
d± = ρ
−1∂±ρ with ∂−∂+ρ = 0 (40)
together with the equations (13,14,15) for Q± and P±, and the equation (17) for σ̂.
The matrix wave function Ψ(z±; ρ, σ̂,∆, X) is defined to be the solution of the linear system,
(∂± +A±) Ψ = 0, (41)
or equivalently,
(∂±Ψ) ·Ψ−1 = −A± ∈ VH (42)
suitably normalized by some initial data. Eq.(42) is a compatible differential system provided the zero
curvature condition is satisfied, ie. provided the equations of motion are fulfilled. Prior to normalization,
this equation defines Ψ up to multiplications on the right by constant elements. The wave function transforms
covariantly under a gauge transformation (18) : Ψ → ΨΛ = Λ · Ψ with Λ ∈ H . We also may extend the
gauge algebra by L0 and k. We shall call the resulting algebra the local gauge algebra to distinguish it from
compensating nonlocal transformations necessary for the dressing action. The consequences of the L0 gauge
transformation were discussed in [8]. Gauge transformation along k modifies the coefficients of ∂σ̂ in the Lax
connection without changing the equations of motion. The normalisation could be fixed by imposing the
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value of Ψ at a given point, for instance at infinity. However in order to implement the Geroch group there
is a subtlety: one cannot restrict Ψ to lie inside the semidirect product of Tr2 or the Mo¨bius SL(2, R) by
Htaf nor even to lie in VH as the form of the connection would permit but it will belong to the semidirect
product of Vir by Gaf .
If one works in the semidirect product of SL(2, R) by Htaf , the Lax connection satisfies the ‘universal’
twisted self-duality equation:
∗ A⊥ = Ω ·A⊥ (43)
where ∗ is the Hodge operation, A⊥ is the component of the connection orthogonal to the local gauge Lie
algebra and Ω is an invariant operator for that local gauge group of square one. The invariant bilinear form
needed for the orthogonal projection is such that L0 and k are conjugate null vectors [18]. In our case the
local gauge Lie algebra is generated by L0,h and k. So A
⊥ = ∓d±L±1+P±⊗ t±1. The invariant Ω coincides
with the derivation which acts as L0 on the Mo¨bius subalgebra and as 2L0 on the Kac-Moody subalgebra.
Eq.(43) selects in A⊥± the elements of degree ±1.
An obvious solution of the equations of motion is of course Q± = P± = σ̂ = 0. We will call it the
vacuum solution. It depends on the dilaton field ρ but locally and generically the latter can be chosen as
a coordinate. The affine dressing does not act on it so we can fix it once and for all in the present local
discussion. We noted already that flat space for instance is nongeneric and that constant ρ will lead to trivial
dressing. The Lax connection then reduces to A± = A
v
± where A
v
± = ±d± E± ∈ V ir with d± = ρ−1∂±ρ
and ρ = a(z+)+ b(z−). We write the wave function as ψV . It is solution of the linear system in the Virasoro
algebra,
(∂± +A
v
±) ψV = 0 (44)
Two alternative expressions for ψV , which differ by the way we order E±, are:
ψV =
(
b(z−) + c1
ρ
)E+ ( b(z−) + c1
c2
)E−
(45)
=
(
ρ
a(z+) + c3
)E− ( c4
a(z+) + c3
)E+
(46)
where c1, c2, · · · are constants. The constants c3, c4 are functions of c1 and c2; they depend on the initial
condition we choose. Let us sketch the proof of the formula (45,46). Decompose ψV as ψV = e
αE+ · eβE− .
We have:
(∂±ψV )ψ
−1
V = (∂±α)E+ + (∂±β)e
αE+E−e
−αE+
= [(∂±α) + (∂±β)(e
α − 1)]E+ + eα(∂±β)E−
where we have used the formula: eαE+E−e
−αE+ = eαE− + (e
α − 1)E+. The linear system (∂±ψV )ψ−1V =
∓d±E± then gives linear differential equations for α and β whose solutions are α = log
(
b(z−)+c1
ρ
)
and
β = log
(
b(z−)+c1
c2
)
. This proves formula (45). The other formula is proved in a similar way but using a
different order for E±.
It is convenient, but not necessary, to choose the initial condition such that ψV is equal to the identity
at the point where a(z+) = b(z−) = 1/2. This requires c1 = c3 = 1/2 and c2 = c4 = 1. We will denote by
Ψ0 this vacuum wave function:
Ψ0(z+, z−) =
(
b(z−) +
1
2
ρ
)E+ (
b(z−) +
1
2
)E−
=
(
ρ
a(z+) +
1
2
)E− (
a(z+) +
1
2
)E+
(47)
The reordering formula (33) follows from the equality between the two expressions for ψV with this initial
condition.
Another class of simple solutions is described in Appendix B.
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3.3 Projection onto the affine subalgebra and moving poles.
Let us explain how we may recover the older Lax connection, with its moving poles, from the one we just
defined. The basic idea is to first integrate the projection of the linear problem into the Virasoro subalgebra
using the semidirect product structure of the algebra VH.
More precisely, let us decompose A± as: A± = A
v
± + Â
km
± where A
v ∈ V ir and Âkm ∈ Htaf ; ie.
Av± = ±d± E± with d± = ρ−1∂±ρ and ρ = a(z+) + b(z−). Write Ψ = ψ̂ · ψV where ψV is solution of the
projection of the linear system into the Virasoro subalgebra, ie. (∂±+A
v
±) ψV = 0. Expressions for ψV have
been given above in eqs.(45,46). Then, ψ̂ is solution of the linear problem:
(D̂± + Â
km
± ) ψ̂ = 0 (48)
where D̂± is the covariant derivative defined by: D̂±ψ̂ = ∂±ψ̂ ± d±[E±, ψ̂]. ψ̂ can be chosen in Htaf .
Conjugating the original spectral parameter t by ψV allows to reintroduce a “moving spectral parameter”
m, moving with respect to t. In [8] moving and fixed have been exchanged from the original [3] point
of view to the present one. m := ψV · t · ψ−1V . This notation simply encodes the action of the Virasoro
reparameterisation factor on the Kac-Moody factor of the semidirect product. This will bring us into the
Geroch group formalism of [5] in section 4.4.
By factorizing the wave function in the reverse order, the linear system can be projected into the affine
algebra in another way. Namely, write Ψ = ψV · ψ, then ψ is solution of the following linear system:
(∂± +A
km
± ) ψ = 0 with A
km
± = ψ
−1
V Â
km
± ψV (49)
The connection of that linear problem belongs to the affine Kac-Moody algebra Htaf of t′ := ψ−1V · t · ψV .
3.4 Chiral fields
The existence of chiral fields follows from the fact that the components A+ and A− belong to the two Borel
subalgebras (B± ⊕Ck ⊕CE±) and from the existence of highest weight vectors [19].
Let Λ be a highest weight of VH, and |λ〉 be vectors of the highest representation of Λ. Let us parametrize
Q± as Q± = U±∂±U
−1
± with U± ∈ H . Only the product U−1− U+ is gauge invariant, since under a gauge
transformation (18), U± → ΛU±. The fields ξλ and ξλ defined below are chiral:
ξλ(z) = ρ
−hΛeσ̂k/2 · 〈λ| (U−1− ·Ψ) ; ∂−ξλ = 0 (50)
ξλ(z) =
(
Ψ−1 U+
) |λ〉 · ρ−hΛeσ̂k/2 ; ∂+ξλ = 0 (51)
Since under gauge transformations U± → ΛU± and Ψ→ ΛΨ, the chiral fields ξλ and ξλ are invariant under
gauge transformations. Moreover, if |λ1〉 and |λ2〉 are two vectors of the highest representation of Λ, the
scalar product of ξλ1 and ξλ2 gives:
ξλ1 · ξλ2 = ρ−2hΛ eσ̂k · 〈λ1|(U−1− U+)|λ2〉 (52)
We can thus reconstruct the conformal factor σ̂ and the gauge invariant part of Q± from the chiral fields.
The scalar product (52) is directly related to the τ -functions τ0± we will introduce in Section 5. If we insert
the specific operator Ê∗ between the chiral fields before taking the scalar product, ie. considering ξλ1 · Ê∗ ·ξλ2 ,
we could reproduce quantities appearing in (5).
Let us sketch the proof of eq.(50). Differentiating ξλ using the fact that Ψ is solution of the linear system,
we get:
∂−ξλ = −hΛd−ξλ + (∂−σ̂)ξλ
k
2
+ ρ−hΛeσ̂k/2 〈λ|U−1− (Q− −A−)Ψ
Now, 〈λ|U−1− is a vector of the highest representation of Λ, therefore
〈λ|U−1− (Q− −A−) = 〈λ|U−1− (hΛd− − (∂−σ̂)
k
2
).
This proves that ∂−ξλ = 0. The equation ∂+ξλ = 0 is proved in a similar way.
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4 Geroch and dressing symmetries.
In this section we define and describe the dressing transformations. We then compare them to the usual
Geroch transformations.
4.1 Dressing symmetries.
We restrict ourselves to dressing by elements in Htaf . The extension to dressing by elements which are
exponentials of E± is simple; it is discussed in App. C in the case where the wave function belongs to the two
dimensional extension ofHtaf by E±. But in this section we choose the normalization condition such that the
wave function may belong to VH. The dressing transformations are non-local gauge transformations which
preserve the form of the Lax connection [9, 2, 10], see also [20, 21]. For any given element g = g−1− g+ ∈ Htaf ,
factorised according to 36, they are defined by:
Ψ→ D(g−,g+)(Ψ) = (ΨgΨ−1)− ·Ψ · g−1− = (ΨgΨ−1)+ ·Ψ · g−1+ (53)
with (ΨgΨ−1)−1− (ΨgΨ
−1)+ = ΨgΨ
−1. On the Lax connection they act as non-local gauge transformations:
D(g−,g+)(A) = Θ±AΘ
−1
± − ∂Θ± ·Θ−1± (54)
with Θ± = (ΨgΨ
−1)± ∈ Htaf , ie. Θ−1− Θ+ = (ΨgΨ−1), because (ΨgΨ−1) is still in Htaf . These non-
local gauge transformations should not be confused with the gauge transformations associated to the finite
dimensional group H . They act on the physical fields. In eqs.(53,54) we can choose to implement the
transformation either with Θ+ or with Θ−, the results are identical. For X̂ = X̂+ − X̂− ∈ Htaf , the
infinitesimal dressing transformations are:
D
(X̂−,X̂+)
(Ψ) = Ŷ±Ψ−ΨX̂±, with Ŷ± = (ΨX̂Ψ−1)± ∈ (B± ⊕Ck)
D
(X̂−,X̂+)
(A) = −∂Ŷ± − [A, Ŷ±] (55)
These transformations are gauge covariant. Indeed, under a gauge transformation, Ψ→ ΨΛ = ΛΨ, thus
(ΨgΨ−1)→ Λ(ΨgΨ−1)Λ−1, and Θ± → ΛΘ±Λ−1. This implies that D(g−,g+)(ΨΛ) = ΛD(g−,g+)(Ψ).
The two important points concerning the transformations (54) is that they preserve the zero curvature
condition since they are gauge transformations and secondly that they preserve the form of the Lax con-
nection, as we will soon show. Therefore, they map solutions of the equations of motion into new solutions.
Let us prove that the form of the Lax connection is preserved by the transformation (54). As usual, the
trick is that the transformed Lax connexion D(g−,g+)(A) can be obtained in two different ways: using either
Θ+ or Θ−. Consider for example D(g−,g+)(A+). First since Θ± ∈ Htaf the projection of D(g−,g+)(A+)
on the Virasoro algebra is equal to that of A+. Ie. ρ is untouched by the dressing. Next we have to
prove that the projection of D(g−,g+)(A+) on Htaf decomposes on elements of degree zero or one, ie. on
elements of the form (X ⊗ t0) and (X ⊗ t1), and on the central element k. First let us implement the
gauge transformation using Θ+. Since Θ+ ∈ exp(B+ ⊕Ck), this gauge transformation increases the degree
and therefore D(g−,g+)(A+) decomposes on elements of positive degree. Similarly, implementing the gauge
transformation using Θ− ∈ exp(B− ⊕Ck) which decreases the degree shows that D(g−,g+)(A+) decomposes
on elements of degree less that one. Note that Θ−E+Θ
−1
− − E+ which naively is of degree less than two is
actually of degree less than one, as it should be. Altogether, it implies that D(g−,g+)(A+) decomposes on the
central element and on elements of degree zero or one. Similarly, one shows that D(g−,g+)(A−) decomposes
on elements of degree zero or minus one and on the central element. Lastly, one has to verify that there
exists σ̂′ such that the projections on the central element of D(g−,g+)(A±) are ∓(∂±σ̂′). Doing the gauge
transformation with Θ+ for A+ and with Θ− for A− one checks that this condition is satisfied provided we
specify, as we did, the factorization problem such that Θ± have opposite components on the central element.
Moreover, this proof gives the explicit expression for the dressed fields. Namely, for g = g−1− g+ ∈ Htaf ,
let us decompose Θ± as:
Θ± := (ΨgΨ
−1)± = e
±ζk/2 · h±(0)h±(1) ·M±, (56)
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with
h±(0) ∈ H, h±(1) = exp(X(±1) ⊗ t±1) (57)
where X(±1) ∈ r andM+ (M−) with degree bigger than two (less than minus two), ie. M± is the exponential
of elements of the form (X ⊗ t±n) with n ≥ 2. Then, by doing the transformation (54) either with Θ− or
Θ+ as explained above, one finds that the fields Q±, P±, σ̂ and ρ are transformed according to:
D(g−,g+)(Q±) = h±(0)Q±h±(0)
−1 − ∂±h±(0) · h±(0)−1 (58)
D(g−,g+)(P±) = h∓(0)
(
P± +
d±
2
X(∓1)
)
h∓(0)
−1 (59)
D(g−,g+)(σ̂) = σ̂ + ζ (60)
D(g−,g+)(ρ) = ρ (61)
The formula (59) for D(g−,g+)(P±) have been obtained by implementing the dressing transformation with
Θ∓. Choosing on the contrary to implement it with Θ± gives alternative but equivalent expressions for
D(g−,g+)(P±):
D(g−,g+)(P±) = h±(0)
(
P± + [X(±1), Q±] +
d±
2
X(±1) − ∂±X(±1)
)
h±(0)
−1 (62)
Thus, dressing transformations act on Q± as non-local chiral gauge transformations. As it should be, only
the product h(0) = h−(0)
−1h+(0) matters up to gauge transformations. For example we can choose that
Q− remains unchanged by applying a compensating local gauge transformation, we obtain then:
D(g−,g+)(Q−) = Q− (63)
D(g−,g+)(Q+) = h(0)Q+h(0)
−1 − ∂+h(0) · h(0)−1 (64)
D(g−,g+)(P−) = h(0)
(
P− +
d−
2
X(+1)
)
h(0)−1 (65)
D(g−,g+)(P+) = P+ +
d+
2
X(−1) (66)
We recall that, if Q±, P±, σ̂ are solutions of the equations of motion, then D(g−,g+)(Q±), D(g−,g+)(P±) and
D(g−,g+)(σ̂) are new solutions.
We leave as an exercise to the reader to verify that the dressing of the chiral fields is very simple. Namely,
D(g−,g+)(ξλ) = ξλ · g−1− ; D(g−,g+)(ξλ) = g+ · ξλ (67)
Ie. the g± components of g act separately on the two chiral sectors. This is very analogous to what happens
in the Toda field theories [21]. A few examples of dressing transformations are given in Appendix B.
Finally, let us write explicitly the dressing transformations in the case H\G = SO(2)\SL(2,R). Let us
parametrize the connection (Q± + P±) as: Q± = q±(σ
+ − σ−), P± = p1±σz + p2±(σ+ + σ−). We chose Q−
to remain unchanged. Let us parametrize h(0) by h(0) = exp(−ϕ2 (σ+ − σ−)). Then:
D(q−) = q− ; D(q+) = q+ +
1
2
∂+ϕ (68)
D
(
p1−
p2−
)
=
(
cosϕ − sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ
)(
p1− +
d−
2 X
1
(+1)
p2− +
d−
2 X
2
(+1)
)
; D
(
p1+
p2+
)
=
(
p1+ +
d+
2 X
1
(−1)
p2+ +
d+
2 X
2
(−1)
)
(69)
where we have decomposed X(±1) as X(±1) = X
1
(±1)σ
z +X2(±1)(σ
++σ−). Recall that σ̂ is dressed according
to (60).
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4.2 Right action of VH and its commutation relations with the dressing group.
We can also define an action of VH on the wave functions by acting on the right by constant elements of
VH:
Ψ→ Rg(Ψ) = Ψ · g−1, g ∈ VH (70)
These transformations leave the Lax connection invariant, ie. Q±, P± and (∂±σ̂) are unchanged, and the
n-bein E is unmodified up to global H transformations. The chiral fields transform as Rg(ξλ) = ξλ · g−1
and Rg(ξλ) = g · ξλ. Note that we defined the right action for any element of the semi-direct product of the
Virasoro group by Htaf and not only for elements of Htaf as we did for dressing transformations.
The right actions and the dressing transformations should not be confused. They do not commute. Their
commutation relations are:
D(g−,g+)D(h−.h+) = D(g−h−,g+h+)
RgRh = Rgh (71)
R−1h D(g−,g+)Rh = R(h−1g±h)(h−1gh)−1±
·D((hgh−1)−,(hgh−1)+)
As we explained, the factorization problem has been specified up to the gauge freedom g± → hg±, h ∈ H .
The commutation relations are written here for a given and fixed choice of this gauge freedom.
The Lie brackets of the infinitesimal transformations are:[
D(X̂−, X̂+), D(Ŷ−, Ŷ+)
]
= D([X̂−, Ŷ−], [X̂+, Ŷ+])[
R(X̂), R(Ŷ )
]
= R([X̂, Ŷ ]) (72)[
D(X̂−, X̂+), R(Ŷ )
]
= D([X̂, Ŷ ]−, [X̂, Ŷ ]+) +R([X̂±, Ŷ ]− [X̂, Ŷ ]±)
where X̂ is decomposed according to the factorization problem as X̂ = X̂+− X̂− with X̂± ∈ (B±⊕Ck). We
recall again that dressing transformations are defined for X̂ = X̂+ − X̂− ∈ Htaf whereas right actions are
defined for any element in the semi-direct product VH = V ir ×Htaf . In the last commutator the dressing
term on the right is in Htaf .
The above commutation relations of the dressing transformations are well known, cf eg. [10, 21]. They
imply that the g− and g+ components in the factorized elements g = g
−1
− g+ act separately. In other words,
in the dressing algebra the two Borel subalgebras (B±⊕Ck) commute. The commutation relations between
the right actions and the dressing transformations directly follow from their definitions. They imply that the
full algebra is generated by right multiplications R(X̂), X̂ ∈ VH and dressing transformations by elements
in h, ie D(X ⊗ t0).
To summarize: dressing transformations and right actions form an infinite dimensional solution gener-
ating group for Einstein’s equations with commutation relations (71).
4.3 Geroch group as dressing transformations on the connection.
Let us consider the gravity case, H\G = SO(2)\SL(2,R). The Geroch group arises by combining the SL(2)
global group with a duality transformation. In order to compare it with dressing transformations, we are
first going to describe its action on the Lax connection.
Let us first recall a few basic facts concerning the Geroch group [1], cf. eg. [13, 5, 4]. Recall the equations
of motion (22,23) in the triangular gauge. The first equation (22) is a conservation law for the current
ρ∆2∂±N . This current can be dualized by introducing another field N
∗ such that ρ∆2∂±N = ±∂±N∗.
More precisely, let us introduce the dual variables N∗, ∆∗ and σ̂∗ by:
∆∗ =
1
ρ∆
(73)
∆∗ ∂±N
∗ = ±∆ ∂±N (74)
∆∗ e4σ̂
∗
= ∆ e4σ̂ (75)
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It defines N∗ up to an additive constant. The dual metric is:
ds2∗ = 2ρ
1
2 e2σ̂
∗
dadb+ ρ∆∗ −1dx2 + ρ∆∗(dy −N∗dx)2
= 2ρ∆e2σ̂dadb + ρ2∆dx2 +∆−1(dy −N∗dx)2 (76)
We will denote by α this transformation: α(∆, N, σ̂) = (∆∗, N∗, σ̂∗) . It is well-defined only once the inte-
gration constant in eq.(74) has been fixed. For the connection, it corresponds to the simple transformation:
Q± + P± =
1
2
(∆−1∂±∆) · σz +∆(∂±N) · σ−
→ Q∗± + P ∗± = −
1
2
(ρ−1∂±ρ) · σz − 1
2
(∆−1∂±∆) · σz ±∆(∂±N) · σ−
Notice that the duality transformation α is well defined on the connection (Q± + P±) independently of the
integration constant needed to define N∗ with eq.(74).
The important point is that if the variables N, ∆ and σ̂ are solutions of the equations (22,23), then the
dual variables (∆∗, N∗, σ̂∗) also form a solution of these equations. In other words, the theory is auto dual.
By definition, the Geroch group is the group generated by the two groups of global SL(2,R) transfor-
mations on the two sets of dual variables. It requires the choice and definition of an infinite set of dual
potentials.
The global SL(2,R) transformations in the original variables ∆, N, σ̂ is the “Matzner-Misner” group
with generators Jz , J± that we have considered in the previous section. It was defined by acting on the right
on the zwei-bein. Since it leaves σ̂ and the connection (Q± + P±) invariant up to gauge transformations, it
also leaves the Lax connection A± invariant up to gauge transformation.
The SL(2,R) transformations in the dual variables ∆∗, N∗, σ̂∗ is called the “Ehlers” group. We denote
its generators by J∗z , J
∗
±. If we would have fixed the normalization constant entering in the definition (74),
we then would have defined these transformations using the the duality transformation α, ie.:
J∗z = α
−1 Jz α, J
∗
± = α
−1 J± α (77)
So it is simpler to first define the action of the Ehlers transformation on the Lax connection, ie. on (Q±+P±)
and (∂±σ̂), and then to integrate them to define the action on (∆, N, σ̂). The action on the Lax connection
in the triangular gauge is :
J∗z (Q± + P±) = 0 ; J
∗
z (∂±σ̂) = 0
J∗−(Q± + P±) = 0 ; J
∗
−(∂±σ̂) = 0
J∗+(Q± + P±) = ∓ρ∆2(∂±N) · σz ± 2∂±(ρ∆) · σ− ; J∗+(∂±σ̂) = ±ρ∆2(∂±N) (78)
J∗z and J
∗
− act trivially on the Lax connection, only J
∗
+ does not act trivially. One may directly check that it
induces a symmetry of the equations of motion. On the Lax connection in the triangular gauge these actions
are local also in terms of the original variables (∆, N, σ̂).
Let us now show that these transformations are special dressing transformations. Thus we have to prove
that the infinitesimal “Ehlers” transformation (78) can be presented as a non-local gauge transformation
acting on the Lax connection, ie:
J∗+(A±) = −∂±Ŷ − [A±, Ŷ ] (79)
with z±-dependent elements Ŷ ≡ Ŷ ∗± which respectively belong to (B+ ⊕ Ck) or to (B− ⊕ Ck). In the
triangular gauge (21), the variation J∗+(A±) of the Lax connection corresponding to the transformation (78)
is:
J∗+(A±) = −ρ∆2(∂±N) ·
k
2
∓ ∂±(ρ∆) · (σ+ − σ−)
±∂±(ρ∆) · (σ+ + σ−)⊗ t±1 ∓ ρ∆2(∂±N) · σz ⊗ t±1 (80)
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The linear system (79) is compatible, since the statement that J∗+ generates a symmetry of the equations of
motion is equivalent to the compatibility condition DA−(J
∗
+(A+)) −DA+(J∗+(A−)) = 0 with DA± = ∂± + A±.
However, to prove that J∗+(A±) is a dressing transformation, we have to look for a solution Ŷ
∗ of (79) which
either belongs to (B+ ⊕Ck) or to (B− ⊕Ck). For the special form (80) of the variation J∗+(A) there exist
two solutions Ŷ ∗± respectively in (B± ⊕Ck). Their explicit expressions in the triangular gauge are:
Ŷ ∗± = ±N∗
k
2
± (ρ∆) · (σ+ − σ−)⊗
(
1 + t±2
1− t±2
)
∓ (ρ∆) · (σ+ + σ−)⊗
(
2t±1
1− t±2
)
(81)
Note that the components of Ŷ ∗± on the central element are opposite as it should be. We could have expected
the existence of this dressing transformation on the ground that the phase space contains only one dressing
orbit.
The last step in proving that J∗+(A) is a dressing transformation consists in proving that the two solutions
Ŷ ∗± can be written as Ŷ
∗
± = (ΨX̂
∗Ψ−1)± for some z±-independent X̂
∗ ∈ Htaf . Since both Ŷ ∗+ and Ŷ ∗− are
solutions of the same linear system, eq.(79), their difference Ŷ ∗ = Ŷ ∗+ − Ŷ ∗− is solution of
∂±Ŷ
∗ + [A±, Ŷ
∗] = 0
Hence, there formally exists a constant element X̂∗ ∈ Htaf , such that Ŷ ∗ = ΨX̂∗Ψ−1. Since by construction
Ŷ ∗± are the ± components of Ŷ ∗ as defined by the factorization problem, this implies that Ŷ ∗± = (ΨX̂∗Ψ−1)±.
One should handle Ŷ ∗ skillfully since it is a sum of two formal power series with inverse argument. It will
be identified with a vertex operator in Section 6.3. In particular the conjugation by Ψ may make sense only
inside appropriate matrix elements.
It is surprising that Ŷ ∗± can be expressed simply in terms of the dual variables N
∗ and ∆∗ = 1/(ρ∆). It
means that the dual variables are probably calling for a more algebraic interpretation. This will be used in
Section 5.3 to present an algebraic way of evaluating the dual fields. It is also intriguing to note that Ŷ ∗± are
very closely related to the elements which by dressing generate solitons in the sine-Gordon theory [22].
4.4 Lifting the Geroch transformations to the wave function.
In the previous section we essentially described the echo of Geroch transformations on the Lax connection.
We now want to describe their action on (∆, N, σ̂). For this we need to lift them to the wave function.
This discussion will be close to the usual presentation of Geroch transformations [5], but it will allow us to
compare more precisely Geroch transformations with dressing transformations. This will force us to consider
wave functions outside VH. It will be convenient to change the parameter by using s instead of t with:
s =
1− t
1 + t
, t =
1− s
1 + s
(82)
Note that this map exchanges halfplane and unit disk of the parameters. In the s-parametrisation the vector
fields E± are E± = ±(1∓s1±s )s∂s. We define Gsaf to be the affine algebra with spectral parameter s generated
by elements of the form X ⊗ sn with X ∈ g and n integer with commutation relations:
[X ⊗ sn, Y ⊗ sm] = [X,Y ]⊗ sn+m + nk
′
2
tr(XY )δn+m,0 (83)
The central charge k′ is not the same as in the t parametrization. Let Gsaf the corresponding group. In this
parametrization the automorphism τ ′ is now:
τ ′(X ⊗ sn) = η(X)⊗ s−n , τ ′(k′) = −k′ (84)
Notice that τ ′ coincides with τ on the generators of the loop subalgebra but not on the central charges. We
denote by Ksaf the τ ′ invariant subalgebra of Gsaf and by Ksaf the corresponding group. Remark that k′ does
not belong to Ksaf . Loosely speaking Ksaf is the twisted loop algebra Htaf but reexpressed with the spectral
parameter s. The bilinear form defined by (X ⊗ sn, Y ⊗ sm)′ = tr(XY )δn+m,0 is negative definite on Ksaf .
So, Ksaf may be interpreted as the maximal compact subgroup of G
s
af [4].
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For the sake of simplicity we will deal mostly with the loop algebra and therefore forget about the central
charges. In particular, the Lax connection will belong to the semi-direct product of V ir by the loop algebra,
and the wave function ψ̂G ≡ ΨGΨ−10 will belong to the loop group. However proving an isomorphism between
the loop algebras with different spectral parameters s and t would require a more mathematical discussion
than the following. As a consequence, some of the manipulations we are going to use may require more
precise definitions and appropriate completions.
The usual formulation of the Geroch transformations starts by imposing a normalisation condition, or a
“triangular gauge”, on the wave function ΨG. In our notation, it reads:
ψ̂G ≡ ΨG ·Ψ−10 = regular at (s = 0) (85)
This forces ψ̂G to belong to the full (untwisted) affine group G
s
af including k
′, and thus ΦG belongs to semi
direct product of V ir with Gsaf . This choice which is unnatural (from the dressing point of view) will be
made only in this Section. Following [5], we assume that the condition (85) can be consistently imposed; it
requires that ψ̂G has a non trivial component along the central generator k
′. This regularity condition at
s = 0, ie at t = 1, ensures that the zweibein V can be reconstructed by expanding ψ̂G in powers of s:
ψ̂G = V +O(s) ∈ Gsaf
We also impose the triangular gauge on V as in eq.(19). Note that consistency of this gauge condition
requires to expand all functions of s entering the Lax connection in positive powers of s. In particular, the
vector fields E± have to be considered as regular at s = 0.
Now there is an action of the untwisted affine algebra Gsaf with spectral parameter s on the wave functions
which is analogous to the action of G on the coset spaceK\G. One must now use the Iwasawa decomposition
to parametrise the set of configurations by triangular elements like ψ̂G. The infinitesimal generators of Gsaf
can be described as follows. First we act on ΨG on the right by the constant elements in Gsaf of the form
X̂s = X ⊗ sn, with n ∈ Z, X ∈ g. This may violate the triangular gauge condition (85) so we restore it by
acting on the left with elements Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s) in Ksaf . Namely:
δΨG = Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s) ·ΨG −ΨG · X̂s (86)
The transformation of the Lax connection induced by eq.(86) is simply a non-local gauge transformation
with parameter Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s). The induced action on ψ̂G is:
δψ̂G = Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s) · ψ̂G − ψ̂G · X̂v (87)
where X̂v = Ψ0 · X̂s ·Ψ−10 . They are of the form X̂v = X ⊗ vn with v = Ψ0 · s ·Ψ−10 = ( sρ )[1 +O(s)]. This
defines v as a formal power series in s. As meromorphic function of s, v has square root branch cut because
the group Tr2 acts homographically on the variable q = 2ss2+1 . It satisfies ∂±v + d±(
1∓s
1±s )s∂sv = 0. Let us
connect these definitions with the previous ones as reviewed in [8]. The relevant parameter there was called
y: 2/y := a(1/s+ s− 2) + b(1/s+ s+ 2), and v is nothing but y.
In other words, the action on ψ̂G is constructed by acting on the right by elements of Gaf but with the
“moving” spectral parameter v. The compensating factor Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s), which has to be choosen in Ksaf , is
determined by requiring that the singularities of δψ̂G at s = 0 vanish. Thus
Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s) = (1 + τ
′)
1
2iπ
∮
|s′|<|s|
ds′
s− s′ (ψ̂G · X̂v · ψ̂
−1
G )(s
′) (88)
It is simple to find the action of the simple root generators of Gsaf . The generators of the form X ⊗ s0 do
not spoil the regularity condition at s = 0. A compensating factor is needed only when the triangular gauge
condition imposed on the zweibein is threatened. So they act in the same way as they were acting on the
zweibein. The generator σ+ ⊗ s preserves the triangular gauge as well and therefore does not require any
compensating factor. The central charge acts by translation of the conformal factor. Finally the generator
σ− ⊗ s−1 breaks the regularity condition and therefore requires a compensating factor Ŷ (ΨG, σ− ⊗ s−1). It
can be computed explicitely using eq.(88) and the expression (19) of the zweibein:
Ŷ (ΨG, σ
− ⊗ s−1) = −(ρ∆) [σ+ ⊗ s− σ− ⊗ s−1] (89)
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One may check that the transformation of the Lax connection induced by Ŷ (ΨG, σ
− ⊗ s−1) is the same as
the Ehlers transformation (78) with k set to zero.
Thus the generators of the form X ⊗ s0 act as the generators of the Matzner-Misner group, while the
generators k′− σz ⊗ s0, σ+⊗ s and σ− ⊗ s−1 act as the generators of the Ehlers group. This shows that the
Matzner-Misner and Ehlers groups generate the untwisted affine SL(2,R) Kac-Moody Gsaf [4, 5]. Eq.(86)
describes the infinitesimal Geroch transformations, the non infinitesimal ones are formally written as:
ΨG → Ks(ΨG, es) ·ΨG · e−1s (90)
with es constant elements of G
s
af and K
s = Ks(ΨG, es) the compensating factors in K
s
af .
How can we make contact with dressing transformations? Since the central charge k is not an element
of Gsaf we will project it out. The point is that given the compensating factor Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s) as a function of
s = 1−t1+t , it can be expanded either in positive or in negative powers of t. Calling Ŷ± these two expressions
of Ŷ (ΨG, X̂s). The gauge transformations associated to the Geroch transformations can therefore be imple-
mented in the t-parametrisation in two ways, either with Ŷ+ or with Ŷ−. These gauge transformations are
those used in the dressing transformations. This explains why the transformations (86) preserve the form
of the Lax connection and therefore are symmetries of the equations of motion. As a check one may verify
that the elements Ŷ ∗± determined in eq.(81) with k = 0 are indeed different t-expansions of the function
Ŷ (ΨG, σ
−⊗s−1). This construction thus explains the simple form of Ŷ ∗± (with k = 0) found in eq.(81) which
seemed at first surprising.
In other words, given an element Y s of the “compact” subalgebra Ksaf , which is by definition a polynomial
function of s and s−1, we associate, by expanding it either in positive or negative powers of t, a pair of elements
Y t± which respectively belong to the two Borel subalgebras Bt± of Htaf :
π˜ : Y s ∈ Ksaf → (Y t+, Y t−) ∈ Bt+ × Bt− (91)
We add the superscript t in order to recall that these algebras are linked with the t parametrization. Y t± are
semi infinite formal power series in t, they thus have to be thought as elements of an appropriate completion
of Bt±. In their domains of convergence, which are never overlapping, they coincide with the same analytic
function, namely Y s. Taking t on the unit circle, the differences Y t+−Y t− are linear combinations of derivatives
of Dirac δ-functions. Thus Y t± are solutions of singular Riemann-Hilbert problems. The map π˜ is not a Lie
algebra homorphism from Ksaf to the father Lie algebra Htaf . However, it is a Lie algebra homomorphism
from Ksaf to the dressing algebra in which the ± components commute separately, cf. eq.(72). Indeed,
π˜ ([Y s1 , Y
s
2 ]) =
([
Y t1 , Y
t
2
]
+
,
[
Y t1 , Y
t
2
]
−
)
=
([
Y t1+, Y
t
2+
]
,
[
Y t1−, Y
t
2−
])
(92)
The comparison between dressing and Geroch transformations can then be made more explicit. First,
as we have just seen, we have to consider wave functions ψ̂G which are in the untwisted affine Kac-Moody
group Gsaf . Since the Lax connection (39) at k = 0 belongs to the subalgebra VH with the central element
set to zero, the corresponding ΨG can be written as
ΨG = ΨH · n, with ΨH ∈ VH, n ∈ Gsaf (93)
where ΨH is solution of the linear system, and n, independent of the space-time position, will be called the
“normalizing factor”. Since by definition of VH, τ ′(ΨH) = ΨH , n is related to the so-called monodromy
m:
m ≡ Ψ−1G · τ ′(ΨG) = n−1 · τ ′(n) (94)
Of course n is defined up to left multiplications by elements in Ksaf . It belongs to the coset space K
s
af\Gsaf ,
and we have the equivalence (ΨH , n) ∼ (ΨHg−1, gn) for g ∈ Ksaf . Let us choose a gauge for n, by imposing
ΨH(x0) = 1 at some point x0. Then, since n = ΨG(x0) the triangularity condition (85) forces n to be regular
at s = 0. We then have a usual action of Gsaf on K
s
af\Gsaf by
n → Mes(n) = κs(n, es) · n · e−1s , with κs(n, es) ∈ Ksaf , es ∈ Gsaf (95)
where κs(n, es) is determined by requiring that Mes(n) fulfills the gauge condition.
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Let us now consider the Geroch transformation (90). By considering it at the point x0 where ΨH is
normalized to one, it induces an action on n which by construction coincides with the action (95). Thus, the
Geroch transformations (90) may be written as:
ΨG →
(
Ks ·ΨH · κs−1
) ·Mes(n) , with κs = Ks(x0) (96)
→ (Kt± ·ΨH · κt −1± ) ·Mes(n) , with (Kt+,Kt−) = π˜(Ks)
In the last line we used the homorphism π˜ to identify Ks with its images in expBt±. We then recognize the
dressing transformations.
To summarize: we thus have argued that the Geroch transformations can be understood as combi-
nations of dressing transformations and actions (95) on the “normalizing factor” n. Recall that we made
contact with the dressing transformations by dropping the central charge k. This identification is valid only
once the wave function has been lifted to the untwisted affine Kac-Moody SL(2,R) group by imposing the
triangular gauge (85).
However, a more mathematically rigorous identification of Geroch transformations with dressing trans-
formations would require a better construction of the map between the two loop groups Gsaf and G
t
af .
4.5 The phase space contains only one dressing orbit.
We now present arguments indicating that the vacuum orbit under the group of dressing transformations
covers most of the phase space. In other words, any solution of truly 2D reduced Einstein’s gravity should
be obtainable by dressing from the vacuum solution.
Let us make more precise what phase space we consider. It is defined as the collection of gauge inequivalent
solutions of the dimensionaly reduced Einstein’s equations (13,14, 15) and (16) for a fixed and given harmonic
function ρ such that ∂±ρ 6= 0. In particular we insist that σ̂ is solution of the first order equation.
Let us consider a solution of Einstein’s equations (13,14, 15) and (16). We choose the gauge Q− = 0 and
parametrize Q+ as follows:
Q− = 0 , Q+ = h(0)∂+h(0)
−1 (97)
for some h(0) ∈ H . Consider the Lax connexion A± and its wave function Ψ which we choose in VH.
The proof of the fact that there is only one dressing orbit in the phase space consists in analysing the
form of the wave functions. As we are going to argue in the following, assume that we may decompose any
solution Ψ of the linear system (42) in the two following ways up to right multiplications by constant group
elements:
Ψ = e−ζ
k
2 · ψ−Ψ0 with ψ− ∈ expB− (98)
Ψ = eζ
k
2 · h(0)ψ+Ψ0 with ψ+ ∈ expB+ (99)
where Ψ0 is the vacuum wave function. We are now going to show that assuming eqs.(98,99) to be true
implies that Ψ is in the dressing orbit of the vacuum. With the gauge choice (97), the compatibility of these
decompositions tells us that ψ± are actually exponentials of elements of degree strictly positive (negative).
For a given solution Q±, P±, σ̂, the two assumed decompositions (98,99) are by hypothesis solutions of the
same linear system. Therefore they differ by a right multiplication. In other words, there exists g ∈ Htaf
such that:
e−ζ
k
2 · ψ−Ψ0 · g = eζ k2 · h(0)ψ+Ψ0
Alternatively,
e2ζ
k
2 · ψ−1− h(0)ψ+ = Ψ0gΨ−10 (100)
Since ψ± ∈ expB±, we recognize in eq.(100) the solution of the problem of factorizing (Ψ0gΨ−10 ). In other
words, eq.(100) tells us that if the two decompositions (98) and (99) hold then the ± - components of
(Ψ0gΨ
−1
0 ) are:
e±ζ
k
2 · h±(0)ψ± = (Ψ0gΨ−10 )± (101)
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with h−(0) = 1 and h+(0) = h(0). Comparing the assumed decompositions eqs.(98,99) for the wave function
with eq.(101) implies that the wave function is in the dressing orbit of the vacuum since:
Ψ = e−ζ
k
2 · ψ−Ψ0g−1− = eζ
k
2 · h(0)ψ+Ψ0g−1+ = D(g−,g+)(Ψ0) (102)
where g± are the ± - components of g, ie. g = g−1− g+.
The arguments described below will show that if the wave function Ψ admits the decompositions (98) or
(99) then ζ is equal to the conformal factor σ̂,
ζ = σ̂. (103)
In other words, imposing the condition that Ψ · Ψ−10 ∈ expB− demands that ζ = σ̂ is solution of the first
order equation (16). In particular, the wave functions in the dressing orbit of the vacuum are of the form
(98) or (99). Thus the conformal factors σ̂ obtained by dressing the vacuum are solutions of the first order
eq.(16).
This discussion shows that proving that there is only one orbit in the phase space is equivalent to prove
the decompositions (98,99). Let us now argue that these are indeed correct. Let Ψ be a solution of the linear
system. Decompose Ψ as Ψ = ψ̂ · Ψ0 where Ψ0 is the vacuum wave function. Then, as in eq.(48), ψ̂ is a
solution of the following equation:
(D̂±ψ̂) · ψ̂−1 +Q± + P± ⊗ t±1 ∓ (∂±σ̂)k
2
= 0 (104)
where D̂±ψ̂ = ∂±ψ̂± d±[E±, ψ̂]. To prove the decomposition (98) one first has to prove that we may choose
ψ̂ in exp(B−⊕Ck). But, since in the Lax connection there are elements of positive degree, the linear system
(104) is not obviously a linear system in (B−⊕Ck). The point which allows to prove that we may choose ψ̂
in exp(B− ⊕Ck), is that we may compensate the term P+ ⊗ t which is of degree one by the term of degree
one in the commutator [E+, ψ̂]ψ̂
−1. Since commuting with E+ shifts the degree by two, this condition fixes
the degree minus one component of ψ̂. More precisely, let us decompose ψ̂ as:
ψ̂ = e−ζ
k
2 · h(−1) ·M with h(−1) = eV(−1)⊗t
−1
(105)
with M exponential of elements of degree less than minus two. Plugging this ansatz into eq.(104) and
requiring the cancellation of the terms of degree one imposes to choose V(−1) such that:
d+ V(−1) = 2P+
Requiring the cancellation of the terms of degree zero demands:
∂−ζ = ∂−σ̂ , ∂+ζ = −∂+σ̂ + 1
4
d+tr(V
2
(−1))
This means ζ = σ̂. Then, the terms of degree minus one in (104) automatically cancel and the factor M in
(105) is solution of:
(D̂+M)M
−1 + h−1(−1)h(0)∂+(h(0)
−1h(−1)) + P+ ⊗ t−1 = 0 (106)
(D̂−M)M
−1 +
1
2
d−V(−1) ⊗ t−3 + h−1(−1)
(
∂−h(−1) · h−1(−1) − ∂−V(−1) ⊗ t−1
)
h(−1) = 0 (107)
These are two equations compatible with M being exponential of elements of degree less than minus two.
Thus it is an equation in the Borel subalgebra of the loop algebra, ie. no new central term can be produced,
they all have already been determined. The equation (106) along the z+ direction determines algebraically
M degree by degree. This follows from the fact that this equation contains E+ which increases the degree
by two. Hence we have parallely transported Ψ along the z+-direction starting from a given normalization
point x0 at which Ψ(x0) = 1 such that ψ̂ ∈ exp(B−⊕Ck). We may then transport it along the z−-direction
to arrive at any point (z+, z−). Since the component A− of the Lax connexion is of negative degree, the
resulting wave function will satisfy the decomposition (98). A similar proof applies to the decomposition
(99).
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5 Dressing orbit of the vacuum and τ-functions.
We now describe the solutions obtained by dressing the vacuum solution. There are two ways to compute
the metrics depending whether one is willing to compute the original fields ∆, N or their duals ∆∗, N∗. Ie:
(i) As it is clear from the formula (64,66) and (60), in order to evaluate the connexion (Q± + P±) for
the dressed solutions one needs to compute ζ, h(0) and X(±1). This will be done by introducing τ -functions.
This method apply to the H\G models.
(ii) In the gravity case, we can use the specific form of the elements (81) generating the Ehlers transfor-
mation to directly compute the dual fields ∆∗, N∗ and σ̂∗.
5.1 τ-functions in the H\G case.
Let us first describe how to compute ζ and h(0). Let Λ be a highest weight for VH, and |λ1〉 and |λ2〉 be
two vectors of the highest representation of Λ. We define τ -functions τλ1;λ20 (z+, z−) by:
τλ1 ;λ20 (z+, z−) = 〈λ1|h(0)|λ2〉 eζk (108)
It depends on the element g = g−1− g+ of the dressing group. Alternatively, we may view τ
λ1 ;λ2
0 as a matrix
τ0 such that 〈λ1|τ0|λ2〉 = τλ1;λ20 , Ie.
τ0 = h(0) exp(ζk) (109)
It can be evaluated by computing the expectation value of (Ψ0gΨ
−1
0 ). Indeed, if λ1 and λ2 are two vectors
of the highest representation of Λ, then by definition of h(0) and ζ, eq.(56), we have:
〈λ1|(Ψ0gΨ−10 )|λ2〉 = 〈λ1|h−(0)−1h+(0)|λ2〉 eζk = 〈λ1|h(0)|λ2〉 eζk (110)
Thus, given the explicit expressions for the vacuum wave function, eq.(164,165), we obtain:
τλ1;λ20 (z+, z−) = 〈λ1|(Ψ0gΨ−10 )|λ2〉
=
(
ρ2
AB
)hΛ
· 〈λ1| (A(z+))−E+ · g · (B(z−))−E− |λ2〉 (111)
with
A(z+) = a(z+) +
1
2
, B(z−) = b(z−) +
1
2
(112)
These variables have been introduced in order to simplify the expression of the vacuum wave function:
Ψ0 = (
B
ρ )
E+BE− = ( ρA )
E−A−E+ .
Next we have to compute X(±1). This can be done by inserting elements of degree plus or minus one
inside the expectation value (110). For any vectors |λ1〉 and |λ2〉 of the highest representation Λ, and for
any Y ∈ r, we define two new τ -functions τλ1;λ2(±1);Y (z+, z−) by:
τλ1;λ2(+1);Y (z+, z−) = 〈λ1|(Ψ0gΨ−10 ) · (Y ⊗ t−1)|λ2〉 (113)
τλ1;λ2(−1);Y (z+, z−) = 〈λ1|(Y ⊗ t) · (Ψ0gΨ−10 )|λ2〉 (114)
Inserting the explicit expression (47) of the vacuum wave function, we get explicit expressions for τλ1;λ2(±1);Y :
τλ1;λ2(+1);Y =
(
ρ2
AB
)hΛ ( ρ
B
) 1
2 · 〈λ1| (A(z+))−E+ · g · (B(z−))−E− (Y ⊗ t−1)|λ2〉 (115)
τλ1;λ2(−1);Y =
(
ρ2
AB
)hΛ ( ρ
A
) 1
2 · 〈λ1|(Y ⊗ t) (A(z+))−E+ · g · (B(z−))−E− |λ2〉 (116)
As before, we may view τλ1;λ2(±1);Y as a matrix τ(±1);Y such that 〈λ1|τ(±1);Y |λ2〉 = τλ1;λ2(±1);Y . Moreover, using the
decomposition (56) of (Ψ0gΨ
−1
0 ) which defines X(±1), one may relate τ(±1);Y to X(±1):
τ(+1);Y = τ0 ·
(
[X(+1), Y ] + tr(X(+1)Y )
k
2
)
(117)
τ(−1);Y =
(
[X(−1), Y ]− tr(X(−1)Y )
k
2
)
· τ0 (118)
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Hence, given τ0 and τ(±1);Y we can extract ζ, h(0) and X(±1).
To summarize: the three τ -matrices τ0 and τ(±1);Y encode all local informations concerning the dressed
solutions. All the fields, Q±, P± and σ̂, or alternatively ζ, h(0) and X(±1) can be reconstructed from them
using the relations (109) and (117,118). The solutions obtained by dressing the vacuum solution are thus
determined by the three expectation values (111,115,116).
This system being integrable, there exists an infinite hierarchy of equations of motion begining with
the Ernst equations. We have seen that these equations are linked to the elements E±. Thus computing
explicitly the commuting flows will amount to constructing two abelian infinite dimensional subalgebras of
VH = V ir ×Haf containing E±.
5.2 τ-functions for 2D reduced gravity.
We now consider the gravity case SO(2)\SL(2,R). Since H = SO(2) is abelian, the τ -functions are really
functions not matrices. Recall that the affine algebra is then isomorphic to the affine algebra A
(1)
1 in the
principal gradation. Recall also the definition of the highest weight vectors |Λ±〉 given in eq.(38).
We first define the τ -functions τ0 associated to |Λ±〉 which allows us to compute h(0) and ζ:
τ±0 (z+, z−) ≡ 〈Λ±|(Ψ0gΨ−10 )|Λ±〉 = exp(ζ ∓
i
4
ϕ) (119)
where we parametrized h(0) by h(0) = exp
(−ϕ2 (σ+ − σ−)).
Next we define the τ -functions τ±(±1);Y which allows us to compute X(±1). It turns that it is enough to
only consider the functions τ±(±1);Y with Y = σ
z . ParametrizingX(±1) by X(±1) = X
1
(±1)σ
z+X2(±1)(σ
++σ−)
and using eq.(117,118), we find :
τ±(+1)(z+, z−) ≡ 〈Λ±|(Ψ0gΨ−10 ) · (σz ⊗ t−1)|Λ±〉 = τ±0 ·
(
X1(+1) ∓ iX2(+1)
)
(120)
τ±(−1)(z+, z−) ≡ 〈Λ±|(σz ⊗ t) · (Ψ0gΨ−10 )|Λ±〉 = −
(
X1(−1) ∓ iX2(−1)
)
· τ±0 (121)
Clearly we may introduce generating functions, depending on an infinite number of variables x, x, for these
τ -functions by defining τ±(x, x) as:
τ±(x, x) ≡ 〈Λ±|eH(x) · (Ψ0gΨ−10 ) · eH(x)|Λ±〉 (122)
with H(x) =
∑
nodd(σ
z ⊗ tn)xn and similarly for H(x). The τ -functions τ±0 , τ±(±1) are gauge invariant.
Recall that given these τ -functions, the dressed connexion (Q± + P±) and the dressed value of σ̂ are
computed using eq.(60) and (58,59). Since we are actually dressing the vacuum solution for which Q± =
P± = σ̂ = 0, we have:
P± =
d±
2
(
X1(∓1) cosϕ∓ −X2(∓1) sinϕ∓
)
· σz + d±
2
(
X1(∓1) sinϕ∓ +X
2
(∓1) cosϕ∓
)
· (σ+ + σ−)
Q± =
1
2
(∂±ϕ±) · (σ+ − σ−) (123)
ϕ = ϕ+ − ϕ−
σ̂ = ζ
where d± = ρ
−1∂±ρ. Different choices of ϕ± correspond to different gauge choices. Using eq.(62) gives an
alternative but equivalent expression for P±:
P± = −ρ 12
(
∂±(ρ
− 12X1(±1)) cosϕ± − ∂±(ρ−
1
2X2(±1)) sinϕ±
)
· σz (124)
−ρ 12
(
∂±(ρ
− 12X1(±1)) sinϕ± + ∂±(ρ
− 12X2(±1)) cosϕ±
)
· (σ+ + σ−)
Comparing eqs.(123) and (124) gives algebraic relations involving the τ -functions and their derivatives. Note
that the field σ̂ obtained by dressing is a solution of the first order eq.(16). It is is given by the product of
the τ -functions:
τ+0 τ
−
0 = e
2σ̂ ,
τ+0
τ−0
= e−
i
2ϕ (125)
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A τ -function related to the conformal factor σ̂ has been introduced in ref.[15] using isomonodromic defor-
mation.
5.3 Algebraic evaluation of the dual fields.
We are now going to describe how to use the particular form of the elements (81) generating the Ehlers
transformation to compute the dual fields N∗, ∆∗. The important point is that these elements have very
simple expressions in terms of the dual fields.
Let Ê∗ = Ê∗+ − Ê∗− with Ê∗± ∈ B± be defined by:
Ê∗± = ±
[
(σ+ − σ−)⊗
(
1 + t±2
1− t±2
)
− (σ+ + σ−)⊗
(
2t±1
1− t±2
)]
(126)
The elements Ŷ ∗± generating the dressing transformations corresponding to the Ehlers transformation can
then be expressed in a very simple way, cf eq.(81):
Ŷ ∗± = ±N∗
k
2
+ ∆∗ −1 Ê∗± (127)
Recall now the fact that the elements Ŷ ∗± are generating the Ehlers transformation means that ∂ν Ŷ
∗
± +
[Aν , Ŷ
∗
±] = −J∗+(Aν), where Aν is the Lax connexion in the triangular gauge (21) and J∗(Aν) its Ehlers
transform (80). This implies that the difference Ŷ ∗ = Ŷ ∗+ − Ŷ ∗− satisfy: ∂ν Ŷ ∗ + [Aν , Ŷ ∗] = 0. Thus,
Ŷ ∗ = N∗ k +
1
∆∗
Ê∗ = ΨtrÊ∗Ψ−1tr (128)
where Ψtr ∈ VH is the wave function, solution of the linear system in the triangular gauge (21) and
normalized such that Ψtr(x0) = 1 at some point x0. For example we may choose the point A = B = 1.
Notice that dilatating Ê∗ or translating it by k amount to implement Ehlers transformations on N∗, ∆∗.
The relation (128) may be interpreted more algebraically. Indeed consider its factorization in ± compo-
nents:
Ŷ ∗± ≡ ±N∗
k
2
+
1
∆∗
Ê∗± = (ΨtrÊ∗Ψ−1tr )± (129)
Since (Ê∗+, Ê∗−) is an element of the dressing algebra, the map Ê∗± → (ΨtrÊ∗Ψ−1tr )± with Ψtr varying as a
function of (z+, z−) induces an orbit on the dressing algebra. This orbit is two dimensional and the dual
fields N∗, ∆∗ −1, which are the components of Ŷ ∗± on k and Ê∗±, are simply the coordinates of this orbit.
Taking expectation values of the magic formula (128) allows us to evaluate N∗, ∆∗. Indeed the defining
properties of the two highest weight vectors |Λ±〉 implies that 〈Λ±|k|Λ±〉 = 1 and 〈Λ±|Ê∗|Λ±〉 = ±i. Thus:
N∗ ± i
∆∗
= 〈Λ±|ΨtrÊ∗Ψ−1tr |Λ±〉 (130)
In particular for wave functions Ψtr which are in the dressing orbit of the vacuum wave function Ψ0, we have
Ψtr = Θ± ·Ψ0 · g−1± . Demanding that Ψtr be the wave function in the triangular gauge fixes the arbitrarines
in the factorization problem. Hence, the expectation value (130) becomes:
N∗ ± i
∆∗
=
〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− Ê∗g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉
〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉
(131)
A SO(2) gauge transformation transformation preserving the normalization Ψ(x0) = 1 corresponds to the
gauge transformation g± → hg± for a constant h ∈ SO(2). Under such transformation the numerator of
(131) transforms as:
〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− Ê∗g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉 → 〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− h−1Ê∗hg+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉 (132)
Imposing the triangular gauge (21) will require fixing this parameter h.
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In the denominator of eq.(131) we recognize the two τ -functions τ±0 introduced above. As we have
explained, their product directly give σ̂ by τ+0 τ
−
0 = e
2σ̂. Using the duality relation (75) this gives:
ρ
1
2∆∗ e2σ̂
∗
= τ+0 τ
−
0 (133)
Formula (131) and (133) are those quoted in the introduction.
To summarize: The “Ehlers” potential ∆∗ −1+ iN∗ and the conformal factor e2σ̂
∗
can be algebraically
and directly evaluated in terms of the expectation values (130) or (131) and (133). In other words, the
formula (131) and (133) give an algebraic formula of the dual metric (76).
6 Solutions and vertex operators.
We now describe how to use vertex operators to compute the τ -functions. We consider the gravity case
SO(2)\SL(2,R), the computations of the τ -functions in the SO(n)\SL(n,R) case is similarly simple.
6.1 Vertex operator representations.
These τ -functions can be computed using vertex operators since level one representations of A
(1)
1 in the
principal gradation can be constructed using a Z2 twisted free bosonic field [14].
Let us denote by Z(µ) this field:
Z(µ) = −i
∑
n odd
p−n
µn
n
with [pn, pm] = nδn+m,0
The operators pn generate a Fock space, we denote by |0〉 its vacuum: pn|0〉 = 0 for n > 0. For any complex
number u, let Wu(µ) be the vertex operators:
Wu(µ) =: exp(−iuZ(µ)) : (134)
Their N -point functions are:
〈
∏
p
Wup(µp)〉 =
∏
p<q
(
µp − µq
µp + µq
)up·uq/2
(135)
The level one representations with highest weight Λ± are defined by:
iµ
dZ(µ)
dµ
=
∑
n odd
(σz ⊗ tn)µ−n (136)
±i W2(µ) = 2
∑
n even
((σ+ − σ−)⊗ tn)µ−n − 2
∑
n odd
((σ+ + σ−)⊗ tn)µ−n
The highest weight vectors |Λ±〉 are identified with the vacuum vector |0〉. Note that the two representations
Λ± only differ by the sign in front of the vertex operator W2(µ). The Virasoro algebra acts on the Fock
space generated by the pn. The Virasoro generators are represented by∑
n
(Ln − 1
16
δn,0)µ
−2n−2 = −1
4
: (∂µZ)
2 :
The conformal weights are hΛ± =
1
16 .
Eq.(136) means that (σz ⊗ tn) is represented by pn. Therefore, we may represent the vertex operators
(134) as:
Wu(µ) = exp
(
−u⊗ log
(
1 + µ/t
1− µ/t
))
· exp
(
u⊗ log
(
1 + t/µ
1− t/µ
))
(137)
with u = u2σ
z . Thus they have a natural interpretation in the affine group Htaf .
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Since ±W2(µ) are generating functions representing elements of the affine algebra, and since they are
nilpotent, ie. W2(µ)W2(µ) = 0 inside any correlation functions, the products∏
j
(1± yjW2(µj)) (138)
are representations in Λ± of elements of the complex Kac-Moody group. As shown in ref.[22] these products
are representations of products of elements g−1− g+ ∈ Htaf with g± exponentials of elements in the Lie algebra
Htaf . More precisely, let g±(j) be the elements defined by
g±(j) = e
±rj
k
2 evj(σ
+−σ−)/2 esj Ê
∗
±(µj)/2 (139)
with
Ê∗±(µ) = ±
[
(σ+ − σ−)⊗
(
1 + (t/µ)±2
1− (t/µ)±2
)
− (σ+ + σ−)⊗
(
2(t/µ)±1
1− (t/µ)±2
)]
(140)
Then [22],
g−1− (1) · · · g−1− (M) · g+(M) · · · g+(1) =
M∏
j=1
(1± yjW2(µj)) (141)
Eq.(141) is valid in the representation Λ±. The relation between the parameters (sj , rj , vj) and (yj , µj) is
explained in Appendix E. Notice that Ê∗±(µ = 1) = Ê∗± as defined in eq.(126).
6.2 Explicit expressions for the τ-functions.
We may in principle consider the τ -functions for any dressing element, but in order to be able to compute
them using the vertex operator representation, one should consider elements made of products of elements
of the form (138) or (137); ie.
g = g−1− g+ =
∏
p
Wup(µp)
∏
j
(1± yjW2(µj)) (142)
Here yj , µj and µp are parameters. Real solutions to Einstein’s gravity correspond to yj imaginary and µj
real.
Using eqs.(111,115,116) and the fact that (σz⊗t±1) are represented by p±1 in the level one representation
Λ±, we find the following expressions for the τ -functions:
τ±0 = 〈Ψ0 ·
∏
p
Wup(µp)
∏
j
(1± yjW2(µj)) ·Ψ−10 〉 (143)
τ±(+1) = 〈Ψ0 ·
∏
p
Wup(µp)
∏
j
(1± yjW2(µj))Ψ−10 · p−1〉 (144)
τ±(−1) = 〈p1 ·Ψ0 ·
∏
p
Wup(µp)
∏
j
(1± yjW2(µj)) ·Ψ−10 〉 (145)
with Ψ0 the vacuum wave function,
Ψ0 =
(
B
ρ
)E+
BE− =
( ρ
A
)E−
A−E+
We recall that A, B are defined by A(z+) = a(z+) + 1/2 and B(z−) = b(z−) + 1/2. They are related to ρ
by (A+B − 1) = ρ.
To compute τ± one therefore needs to know how to conjugate vertex operators Wu(µ) with E±. One
has:
Ψ0 ·Wu(µ) ·Ψ−10 = ρ
u2
4
(
µ+(A)
µ−(B)
)u2
2
·Wu
(
µ+(A)µ−(B)
µ
)
· (146)
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where
µ+(A)
2 =
µ2
µ2 + (1 − µ2)A ; µ−(B)
−2 =
µ−2
µ−2 + (1 − µ−2)B (147)
These formula are proved in Appendix D. They are derived using the fact that Vu(µ) = µ
−u
2
4 Wu(µ) is a
primary field of conformal weight (u
2
4 ). It implies that under a diffeomorphism in µ, the fields V (µ) transform
as (u
2
4 )-forms. The functions µ+(A) and µ−(B) are simply the integral curves of the vector fields E±. Notice
that the vertex operators at µ = 1 satisfy simple relations:
Ψ0 ·Wu(1) ·Ψ−10 = ρ
u2
2 Wu(1) (148)
Using eqs.(146) and the reordering formula (33), the final results we get for the τ -functions are:
τ±0 (z+, z−) = Ω{up}(z+, z−) · 〈
∏
p
Wup (µp(z+, z−))
∏
j
(
1± Yj(z+, z−)W2 (µj(z+, z−))
)
〉 (149)
τ±(+1)(z+, z−) = Ω{up}(z+, z−) · 〈
∏
p
Wup (µp(z+, z−))
∏
j
(
1± Yj(z+, z−)W2 (µj(z+, z−))
)
· p−1〉
τ±(−1)(z+, z−) = Ω{up}(z+, z−) · 〈p1 ·
∏
p
Wup (µp(z+, z−))
∏
j
(
1± Yj(z+, z−)W2 (µj(z+, z−))
)
〉
with
Ω{up}(z+, z−) =
∏
p
(
ρ
1
2 · µp,+(A)
µp,−(B)
)u2p
2
,
µ(z+, z−) =
µ+(A)µ−(B)
µ
(150)
Yj(z+, z−) = yj · ρ ·
(
µj,+(A)
µj,−(B)
)2
They can be easily evaluated using the Wick’s theorem (135) and the commutation relations (179). Cf.
Appendix D. They admit simple expressions as determinants. We recall that the expressions for σ̂, ϕ and
X(±1) are extracted from eqs.(149) using eqs.(119,120, 121).
6.3 Vertex operators and the dual fields.
Vertex operators can also be used to compute algebraically the dual variables. The point is that in the
representation Λ± the element Ê∗ entering the magic formula (131) admits a simple expression in terms of
vertex operators. Namely, in the representation Λ± we have:
Ê∗ = Ê∗+ − Ê∗− = ±
i
2
W2(1)
Thus we may express the dual fields as:
N∗ ± i
∆∗
= ±i 〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g
−1
− h
−1W2(1)hg+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉
〈Λ±|Ψ0 · (g−1− g+) ·Ψ−10 |Λ±〉
(151)
The conformal factor σ̂∗ is given by eq.(133).
In eq.(151) we have explicitely reintroduced the parameter h ∈ SO(2) corresponding to the SO(2) gauge
transformation g± → hg±. Recall that eq.(131) and therefore eq.(151) is valid only in the triangular gauge.
Thus eq.(151) is only valid for a specific valid of h.
We now explain an algebraic way to fixe the SO(2) parameter h in order to ensure the triangular gauge
(21). This will be done by comparing the expression of the connexion Q± + P± in the original and dual
variables. First imagine computing (151) for any h ∈ SO(2). This gives two functions (N∗h ,∆∗h) depending
on h. Define then (Q± + P±)h by:
(Q± + P±)h = −1
2
(ρ∆∗h)
−1∂±(ρ∆
∗
h)σ
z ± (∆∗h∂±N∗h) · σ− (152)
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Of course (Q± + P±)h will be solution of Einstein’s equations only for h equals to the specific value cor-
responding to the triangular gauge. Compute now the connexion Q± + P± in the triangular gauge in the
original variables (∆, N) using eq.(123). Its expression is:
Q± + P± =
d±
2
(
X1(∓1) cosϕ∓ −X2(∓1) sinϕ∓
)
· σz + d±
(
X1(∓1) sinϕ∓ +X
2
(∓1) cosϕ∓
)
· σ− (153)
Imposing the triangular gauge demands choosing ϕ± with ϕ = ϕ+ − ϕ− such that:
d±
(
X1(∓1) sinϕ∓ +X
2
(∓1) cosϕ∓
)
= −∂±ϕ±
We will not need to solve this equation explicitly. Now the parameter h corresponding to the triangular
gauge is by definition such that (Q± + P±)h = Q± + P±. This yields two equations determining ϕ±:
X1(∓1) cosϕ∓ −X2(∓1) sinϕ∓
X1(∓1) sinϕ∓ +X
2
(∓1) cosϕ∓
= ∓ (ρ∆
∗
h)
−1∂±(ρ∆
∗
h)
∆∗h∂±N
∗
h
≡ ∓A
h
±
Bh±
(154)
It allows us to expresse algebraically eiϕ± in terms of Ah± = (ρ∆
∗
h)
−1∂±(ρ∆
∗
h), B
h
± = ∆
∗
h∂±N
∗
h and of the
known τ functions. Recalling that ei(ϕ+−ϕ−)/2 = τ−0 /τ
+
0 gives the desired constraint on h:
(Ah− − iBh−)(Ah+ − iBh+)
(Ah− + iB
h
−)(A
h
+ + iB
h
+)
=
(
τ−0
τ+0
)4(τ−(+1)τ+(−1)
τ+(+1)τ
−
(−1)
)
(155)
This algebraic procedure fixing h to ensure the triangular gauge is a little heavy and could probably be
simplified.
We explain in Appendix E how for elements g± of the form given in eqs.(137) or (138), the product
(g−1− h
−1W2(1)hg+) can again be written as product of vertex operators for any h ∈ SO(2). Once this is
done the expectation values (151) can be computed using eq.(146) and the Wick theorem.
To summarize: Vertex operators which are operators acting on an auxiliary Fock space provide a direct
way to compute the τ functions.
7 Examples of explicit formulas for the metric.
Here we describe the simplest possible applications of the algebraic methods we have developped. Most of
these simple examples of solutions have already been found eg. in ref.[2].
7.1 Formula using the variables N, ∆.
We recall that in the variables N, ∆ the metric is given by the formula
ds2 = 2ρ
1
2 e2σ̂dAdB + ρ∆−1dx2 + ρ∆(dy −Ndx)2 (156)
where the connexion (Q±+P±) which is given in terms of (N, ∆) byQ±+P± =
1
2 (∆
−1∂±∆)·σz+∆(∂±N)·σ−
is evaluated using eqs.(123).
Let us consider the simple cases where the metric is diagonal, ie. N = 0. This corresponds to choose to
dress by elements of the form:
g−1− g+ =
∏
p
Wup(µp) (157)
The τ -functions are then:
τ±0 = Ω{up}(z+, z−) ·
∏
p<q
(
µp(z+, z−)− µq(z+, z−)
µp(z+, z−) + µq(z+, z−)
)upuq/2
τ±(+1) = τ
±
0 ·
∑
p
upµ
−1
p (z+, z−)
τ±(−1) = −τ±0 ·
∑
p
upµ
1
p(z+, z−)
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Therefore by definitions (119,120,121), ϕ = 0, X2(±1) = 0 and X
1
(±1) =
∑
p upµ
∓1
p (z+, z−). Eqs. (123) then
give us the formula for the connexion (Q± + P±):
Q± + P± =
d±
2
(∑
p
upµ
±1
p (z+, z−)
)
σz
By integration it corresponds to
N = 0 , ∆ = const.
∏
p
(
1− µp(z+, z−)
1 + µp(z+, z−)
)up
(158)
The conformal factor σ̂ is computed using eq.(125):
e2σ̂ = τ+0 τ
−
0 =
∏
p
(
ρ
1
2 · µp,+(A)
µp,−(B)
)u2p
·
∏
p<q
(
µp(z+, z−)− µq(z+, z−)
µp(z+, z−) + µq(z+, z−)
)upuq
(159)
Inserting (158,159) in (156) gives simple solutions of Einstein’s equations.
7.2 Formula using the dual variables N∗, ∆∗.
In the dual variables N∗, ∆∗ the metric is given by the formula
ds2 = 2ρ
1
2 e2σ̂
∗
dAdB + ρ∆∗ −1dx2 + ρ∆∗(dy −N∗dx)2 (160)
We recall that in the vertex operator representations the dual potentials which are determined using eq.(151).
The conformal factor σ̂∗ is given by eq.(133).
We first consider the diagonal cases, N∗ = 0, which for example correspond to dress by the elements:
g± =
∏
p
exp
(
up
σz
2
⊗ log
(
1 + (t/µp)
±1
1− (t/µp)±1
))
(161)
The product g−1− g+ is equal up to a scalar factor to the product of vertex operators (157). In eq.(161), we
fixe the gauge freedom associated to the g± → hg±, h ∈ SO(2) gauge transformation. It may be check that
this corresponds to the triangular gauge for the connexion (Q±+P±). Commuting the elements g± through
W2(1) using the standard e
xey = e[x,y]eyex formula, one finds that
g−1− W2(1)g+ =
∏
p
Wup(µp) ·W2(1)
up to an irrelevent scalar factor. Therefore, using eqs.(151) and (146) one obtains:
N∗ ± i
∆∗
= ±iρ 〈
∏
pWup(µp(z+, z−)) ·W2(1)〉
〈∏pWup(µp(z+, z−))〉
which gives
N∗ = 0 , ρ∆ =
1
∆∗
= const · ρ
∏
p
(
1− µp(z+, z−)
1 + µp(z+, z−)
)up
Of course this corresponds to the metrics we find using the original variables N, ∆.
The non diagonal cases, ie. N 6= 0 or N∗ 6= 0, correspond for example to elements of the form:
g−1− g+ = g
−1
− (1) · · · g−1− (M) · g+(M) · · · g+(1)
where g±(j) are given in eq.(139). As we have explained the computations in the non diagonal cases are
a little more involved since they require fixing the triangular gauge (21). In the original variables (∆, N)
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this requires choosing ϕ± appropriately. In the dual variables (∆
∗, N∗), this requires choosing the gauge
g± → hg± in order to apply formula (131), or alternatively eq.(151). An algebraic procedure to solve these
gauge fixing problems was given in Section 6.3.
We leave to the reader the pleasure to check that these formulas give local solutions of Einstein’s equations.
Not all these solutions correspond to physically acceptable solutions: one has to eliminate naked singularities,
their global properties have to be analysed, etc ...
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8 Appendix A. Coupling to Liouville and another use of the semi-
direct product V ir ×Htaf .
Here we give another example of the use of the algebra V ir × Htaf for constructing Lax pairs. It consists
in coupling sigma models to Liouville theory. The Liouville theory will be linked to the Virasoro algebra
whereas the sigma models will be linked to the affine algebra. The semi direct product structure provides
the way to couple these two models.
Namely, let us define another Lax connexion A′± by
A′± = ∓(∂±Φ)L0 + e−ΦL±1 +Q± + P± ⊗ t±1 ∓ (∂±σ)
k
2
It defines a compatible Lax connexion. Its zero curvature condition is then equivalent to the equations:
∂+∂−Φ− e−2Φ = 0
∂+Q− − ∂−Q+ + [Q+, Q−] + [P+, P−] = 0
D+
(
eΦ/2P−
)
+
1
2
e−Φ/2P+ = 0
D−
(
eΦ/2P+
)
+
1
2
e−Φ/2P− = 0
The equation for Φ is the Liouville equation.
An analysis similar to the one we have described for the reduced gravity can be done. In particular
dressing transformations can be introduced. The dressing group is actually bigger than for the reduced
gravity since it is isomorphic to the Borel subalgebras of V ir × Htaf . One may imagine other applications
to integrable models of the semi direct product structure.
9 Appendix B. “Abelian solutions” and their wave functions.
Here we study in detail a very simple class of solutions. They provide a simple exercise in which one can
test the various constructions.
When P± = 0, solutions are trivial since then the equations reduce to ∂−Q+ − ∂+Q− + [Q−, Q+] = 0.
Therefore, (Q± + P±) ∈ h is a pure gauge which can be gauged away. More interesting solutions need
P± 6= 0. For any u ∈ r, a simple solution of the equations of motion is given by:
Qu± = 0
Pu± = d±u = ρ
−1∂±ρ u, u ∈ r (162)
σ̂u =
u2
2
log ρ
with u2 = tr(uu). Note that ∂±σ̂
u = u
2
2 d±. We call these solutions, abelian solutions. The Lax connexions
for these abelian solutions are:
Au± = d±
(
±E± + u⊗ t±1 ∓ u
2
4
k
)
(163)
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Their wave functions Ψu are given by:
Ψu(z+, z−) = h
u
+ ·
(
b(z−) +
1
2
ρ
)E+ (
b(z−) +
1
2
)E−
· ρu
2
4 k · hu+−1 (164)
= hu− ·
(
ρ
a(z+) +
1
2
)E− (
a(z+) +
1
2
)E+
· ρ−u
2
4 k · hu−−1 (165)
with
hu± = exp
(
u⊗ log
(
1 + t±1
1− t±1
))
∈ exp(B±) (166)
Notice that hu± belong to opposite Borel subgroups. We choose to normalize Ψu such that it reduces to the
identity at the point where a(z+) = b(z−) = 1/2. One may compute the fields ξλ and ξλ for the vacuum
solutions and effectively check that they are chiral.
Let us give the proof of the formula (164,165). Let us decompose Ψu as Ψu = ψ̂ ψV . Then ψ̂ satisfies
eq.(48) with Âkm given by the abelian Lax connexion, ie.
∂±ψ̂ ± [E±, ψ̂] + d±
(
u⊗ t±1 ∓ u
2
4
k
)
ψ̂ = 0 (167)
To derive eq.(165) decompose ψ̂ as ψ̂ = h−h0h+e
ηk where h± belong to the two Borel subgroups and h0 ∈ H .
This is just a Gauss decomposition. Then eq.(167) can be rewritten as:
h−1− · ∂±h− + ∂±(h0h+) · (h0h+)−1 + ∂±η · k = ∓d±
(
h−1− E±h− − (h0h+)E±(h0h+)−1
)
− d± h−1−
(
u⊗ t±1 ∓ u
2
4
k
)
h−
This equation can be analysed degree by degree since by definition h−1− ·∂±h− is of negative degree, ∂±h+ ·h−1+
is of positive degree and ∂±h0 · h−10 of degree zero.
The abelian solutions in eq.(165) is such that (h0h+) = 1 and h
−1
− · ∂±h− = 0 and ∂±η = −d± u
2
4 . The
specific form of h− given in eq.(166) is such that:
h−E−h
−1
− − E− = −u⊗ t−1
h−E+h
−1
− − E+ = u⊗ t− u2 ·
k
2
This proves eq.(165). The alternative formula (164) is proved similarly but doing the Gauss decomposition
in the other order.
Let us now show that all the abelian solutions for different values of u are related by dressing transfor-
mations, ie. they belong to the same orbit of the dressing group. More precisely, let Ψ0 be the vacuum wave
function corresponding to u = 0, cf. eq.(47). Then, dressing Ψ0 by (h
u
−
−1hu+) gives the wave function Ψu:
D(hu
−
,hu
+
)(Ψ0) ≡ (Ψ0hu−−1hu+Ψ−10 )± ·Ψ0 · hu±−1
= ρ±u
2k/4 · hu± ·Ψ0 · hu±−1 = Ψu (168)
This is equivalent to the statement that: (Ψ0h
u
−
−1hu+Ψ
−1
0 ) = h
u
−
−1hu+ · ρu
2k/2 namely that both expressions
for Ψu are equal. One may also verify that the formulas (64,66) for the dressed connexion reproduce the
formula (162).
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10 Appendix C. Dressing by E±.
Here we describe how to extend the group of dressing transformations with the elements E±, ie. we describe
the dressing by elements of the form ea−E−ea+E+ . The point about these transformations is that they modify
the factor ρ.
Since we have already described dressing transformations in detail we will be more schematic. We need
to extend a little the factorization problem (36). It is defined as before for the component in the affine group
but for the component along E± we choose to put E− into g− and E+ into g+. Ie. we are still decomposing
with respect to the Borel subalgebras. Thus consider g = g−1− g+ = e
a−E−ea+E+ . Dressing transformations
are again defined on the wave function by:
D(Ψ) = Θ̂± Ψ g
−1
± (169)
where Θ̂± is determined by factorizing (ΨgΨ
−1):
Θ̂± = (Ψe
a−E−ea+E+Ψ−1)± ≡ e±χ±E± Θ± (170)
with Θ± ∈ exp(B± ⊕ Ck). Eq.(170) serves as definition of χ±. It should be noted that the fact that
Γ = Θ̂−1− Θ̂+ is solution of ∂Γ + [A,Γ] = 0 implies that χ− and χ+ differ by a constant:
χ− + const. = χ+ + const. ≡ χ
It is easy to check that the form of the Lax connexion is preserved by the transformation (169). Thus
this transformation is a symmetry of the equations of motion. By analysing the way the Lax connexion
transforms one finds that ρ transforms as:
ρ→ e−χρ (171)
The action on the other fields induced by these transformations is also non trivial.
11 Appendix D. Evolution rules for vertex operators.
Here we give the proof of the formula (146). They are derived using the fact that for any u the operators
µ−
u2
4 Wu(µ) are primary fields of weight (
u2
4 ).
More precisely, recall that the Virasoro generators Ln in the level one representations Λ± are given by:∑
n
(
Ln − 1
16
δn,0
)
µ−2n−2 =
1
4
: (i∂µZ)
2 :
Their commutation relations with the vertex operators Wu(µ) are:
[Ln,Wu(µ)] =
µ2n
2
(
u2
2
n+ µ∂µ
)
Wu(µ) (172)
In particular,
[E±,Wu(µ)] =
1
2
(
∓u
2
2
µ±2 + µ(1 − µ±2)∂µ
)
Wu(µ) (173)
These commutation relations are not the usual commutation relations for primary fields. To recover the
primary fields, one has to change variable from µ to z = µ2. Then, the primary fields Φu(z) are defined by
Φu(z) = µ
−u2/2Wu(µ). They satisfy:
[Ln,Φu(z)] = z
n
(
u2
4
(n+ 1) + z∂z
)
Φu(z)
This implies that under a diffeomorphism z → f(z), the fields Φu(z) transform as:
Φu(z)→ (∂zf(z))u
2
4 Φu(f(z))
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To the diffeomorphism z → f(z) corresponds a diffeomorphism µ → F (µ) =
√
f(µ2), and the vertex
operators Wu(µ) transform as:
µ−
u2
4 Wu(µ)→ (∂µF (µ))u
2
4 (F (µ))−
u2
4 Wu(F (µ)) (174)
It is now easy to find the formula (177,178). As it can be seen from eq.(173), the transformations
generated by E± correspond to diffeomorphisms is µ generated by the vector fields E±(µ) =
1
2 (1−µ±2)µ∂µ.
The two functions µ+(A) and µ−(B) which specify the diffeormophism associated to the conjugation formula
(177,178) are simply the integral curves of the vector fields E±(µ). Hence, µ+(A) is defined by the differential
equation
A∂Aµ+(A) = −1
2
(µ+(A) − µ+(A)3) (175)
with the initial condition µ+(A = 1) = µ. Similarly, µ−(B) is defined by the differential equation,
B∂Bµ−(B) =
1
2
(µ−(B)− µ−(B)−1) (176)
with the initial condition µ+(B = 1) = µ. The solutions of these equations are those given in eq.(147). Ap-
plying the transformation rules (174) with F (µ) equals either µ+(A) or µ−(B) gives teh following conjugation
formula:
A−E+ ·Wu(µ) · AE+ = Au
2
4
(
µ+(A)
µ
)u2
2
Wu(µ+(A)) (177)
BE− ·Wu(µ) · B−E− = B u
2
4
(
µ
µ−(B)
)u2
2
Wu(µ−(B)) (178)
In particular, eqs.(177,178) and the reordering formula (33) imply eq.(146) used in the text.
Finally we quote the commutation relations bewteen pn and the vertex operators:
[pn,Wu(µ)] = −u µn Wu(µ) (179)
They are used to compute the τ -functions. Besides eq.(135), a sample of formula needed to compute the
τ -functions is:
〈
M∏
j=1
(1± yjW2(µj))〉 =
M∑
p=0
(±)p
∑
k1<···<kp
yk1 · · · ykp
∏
ki<kj
(
µki − µkj
µki + µkj
)2
〈
∏
j
Wuj (µj) · p−1〉 =
∏
i<j
(
µi − µj
µi + µj
)ui·uj/2
·
∑
j
uj µ
−1
j
〈p1 ·
∏
j
Wuj (µj)·〉 =
∏
i<j
(
µi − µj
µi + µj
)ui·uj/2
·
∑
j
uj µj (180)
12 Appendix E. Relation between Ê∗±(µ) and vertex operators.
Here we explain the relation (141) using result from [22] and we explain how to compute (g−1− h
−1W2(1)hg+)
for any h ∈ SO(2). Let us recall the relation (141):
g−1− g+ = g
−1
− (1) · · · g−1− (M) · g+(M) · · · g+(1) =
M∏
j=1
(1± yjW2(µj)) (181)
where g±(j) are the elements defined in eq.(139). Recall that eq.(181) is an equation valid in the represen-
tation Λ±.
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The result of [22] can be summarized as follows: The parameters (sj , rj , vj) entering in the definition
of g±(j) are recursively computed in terms of the parameters (yj , µj). First (sj , rj) are determined as a
functions of the (yp, µp) with p ≤ j by,
exp
 p∑
j=1
(
rj ± i sj
2
) = 〈 p∏
j=1
(1± yjW2(µj))〉 (182)
Then, writing sj = −ηj + ηj−1 with η0 = 0, the parameters vj are equals to vj = −ρj + ρj−1 with ρ0 = 0
and
ρj(yp) = ηj(βj+1;pyp)
where βn;p =
(
µn−µp
µn+µp
)
. Notice that (sj , rj) depend on (yp, µp) with p ≤ j only but that vj depends on
(yp, µp) with p ≤ j but also on µj+1.
The parameter vM is irrelevent in eq.(181) since it cancels in the product g
−1
− g+. Changing its value
corresponds to the gauge transformation g± → hg± with h ∈ SO(2).
The elements g±(j) satisfy nice commutation relations with the vertex operators which are needed to
algebraically evaluate the dual fields. Let us introduce the line vector E(µ0) with operator entries:
E(µ0) =
(
1,±1
2
W2(µ0),±1
2
W2(−µ0), iµ0 dZ(µ0)
dµ0
)
where W2(µ0) and iµ0
dZ(µ0)
dµ0
are the vertex operators used in the representation (136) of the affine algebra.
The sign ± depends whether we consider the representation Λ+ or Λ−. It transforms simply under SO(2)
conjugation:
h−1 ·E(µ0) · h = E(µ0) · Vh, h ∈ SO(2) (183)
where Vh is an explicitely known C-number four dimensional vector depending only on h. Moreover, as
shown in [22], E(µ0) also transforms in a simple way by conjugation with the g+(j):
g+(j)
−1 ·E(µ0) · g+(j) = E(µ0) ·R0(j) (184)
with R0(j) is an explicitely known C-number 4× 4 matrices functions of vj , rj and µ0, µj .
Formula (183,184) gives a way to compute the product g−1− h
−1W2(µ0)hg+ for h ∈ SO(2) and g± =
g±(M) · · · g±(1) as follows:
g−1− h
−1W2(µ0)hg+ = g
−1
− · (E(µ0) · Vh) · g+
= g−1− g+ · (E(µ0) ·R0(1)R0(2) · · ·R0(M)Vh) (185)
Furthermore, g−1− g+ may now be replaced by its vertex operator representation (181). For µ0 = 1 this is the
formula which allows to compute the dual fields only terms of vertex operators.
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